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Editorial
THE FIRST TEN YEARS ...
With this issue of the "News
Letter" we enter the eleventh
year of our activities. It was
autumn of 1947 that in
arou..i the dining table at the
Editor's home - a few collectors
of Switzerland had gathered and
decided to establish a Swiss
Study Group under the name of
"Helvetia Stamp Club".
Soon,
without much publicity cr recruiting, scores of similar
minded collectors joined the
club and early in 1948 the
club" had nearly 300 members.
In April 1948 the first display took place at the Stagg and
Russel Exhibition Centre in
Leicester Square.
In January 1949 the "club" was
constituted as the "Helvetia
Philatelic Society", and we have
mar id. on ever since from
strength to strength, becoming
the largest "one country" philatelic society in Gt. Britain.
Groups with their own officers,
meetings and displays were established, a good library is at
the disposal of members, exchange packets - though owing to
dearth of material perhaps not
frequent enough - are circulated
and the "News Letter" provides a
strong link among the growing
membership, not only in this

"
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GRAPHIC EXHIBITION BASLE AND GOTTHARD
ANNIVERSARIES CIVIL DEFENCE PROPAGANDA
This year's Publicity set of four values, which will
be issues on February 27th, commemorates two anniversaries, advertises an exhibition, and assists the propaganda for Civil Defence.
Four artists were entrusted by the P.T.T. to design
the new issue, two of them for the first time, and it is
There is little
interesting to compare their efforts.
doubt that the 10c. design can be regarded as the most
happy venture to convey a theme within the limited
space of a postage stamp, though some may regard it also
as the most conventional.
The details of the four new stamps are as follows:5 c. grey, yellow, red and blue, is to help to attract
visitors to the International Exhibition for
Graphic Art, the "GRAPHIC 57", which will take
from 1st to 16th June 1957 in Lausanne. The design
by Ernest Witzig, of Lausanne, shows the inking
rollers of a printing machine, and excels in four
colours, to become one of the brightest stamps
ever issued by the Swiss P.O.
10 c. olive-green, light green and brown, commemorates
the 75th anniversary of the opening of the Gotthard
Railway, which forms one of the most important •
international links between the Northern and Southern railway network in Europe. It was designed by
Werner Muehlemann, of Berne.

of the London-Swiss Philatelic Society will visit our
London
Group on MARCH 5th. Every Member in the London
QC,PLO-ZS$'
area should attend this meeting, meet our guests and
(SEE PAGE 6)
see their excellent display.
::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::
country, but as far as Canada,
20 0. red and grey, is a propaganda stamp for the Civil
Defence, which the designers, the brothers Eugen
South Africa, New Zealand and
and Max Lenz, of Zurich, sympolized by two shields,
other parts of the Englishone bearing the inscription "civil defence" in
speaking world.
German, French and Italian, and another displaying
Ten years of achievement worth
the coat of arms of the Swiss Confederation, prorecording.
tected as it were by the civil defence shield.
(TURN TO PAGE 2)
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40 c. blue, yellow-olive, violet and grey,
is in honour of the 2000th anniversary
of the foundation of Basle. It was in
44 B.C. that Munatius Plancus, a Roman
Praetor who had fought under Caesar
against the Gauls and Celts, founded
the Colonia Raurica, a fortified camp
from which the present city of Basle
emerged. Accepting this date is its
foundation, Basle thus celebrates its
2000th anniversary. But historians
will readily point out that long
before the Roman camp was established
a Gaul and even earlier, a Celtic
settlement existed in the area of the
present city. The stamp, designed by
Donald Brun, a Basle artist, appears
a little overcorwded: in front there
is the figure of Munatius Plancus,
while the background is filled with
the sky-line of the city, with the
tall towers of the ancient Minster,
and what seems to be part of the
University, the oldest in Switzerland
founded in 1460. The artist also
managed to indicate Basle's importance
as an industrial centre and one of
Europe's greatest inland ports, by
incorporating a steel construction, a
crane, and modern Rhine ships.
All four. stamps have been produced in
rotogravure process by Courvoisier of La
Chaux-de-Fonds in the now usual size of
36 by 26 millimeters (picture size 32.5
by 22.5 mm.) and were printed on white,
slightly coated granite paper (with
admixture of red and blue fibres) in
sheets of 25, with four sheets A to D per
cylinder.
The Publicity set was to be issued on
March 5th, but the P.T.T. decided to put
forward the issue to February 27th, when
F.D.Covers will be cancelled with the
usual first day cancellations in either
German, French or Italian. The four
stamps are to replace the equivalent
values of the current Landscape postage
stamps during the coming months and will
be sold as long as stocks last, remaining
valid for postage until December 31st,

1957.
They will be sold at face value.
Our Berne correspondent says it is anticipated that special postmarks will be
issued for the three, or at least two of
the events the publicity stamps commemorate, that is at the opening of the
"GRAPHIC 57" on June 1st, at the first
day of the celebrations of the Basle
anniversary and the ceremony to be held
on the anniversary of the opening of the
Gotthard Railway. We shall report about
these special postmarks, if and when the
official announcement is made.
A special folder containing the four
mint stamps with appropriate text is
being issused by the P.T.T. Philatelic
Agency at the price of F 1.35.
Orders for a mint set (75 c.) should be
accompanied by postage (one Intern.Reply
Coupon).
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By E. H. Spiro

(Continued)

As we have seen from the little list in the
previ,:ous instalment, the "stamp" was embossed
at first:in the right hand top area of the
envelope, to be moved from 1869 onward to the
left-hand corner. The reason for this was
that according to the postal regulations the
mark" which showed the value (we may refer to
it as "stamp" to simplify matters) was n o t
to be cancelled, but the postmark had to be
applied in the opposite corner. Post clerks
- if not left-handed - found it obviously much
more convenient to apply the postmark on the
right than on the left of the envelope.
The embossing of the "stamp" was made on the
so called "Monogramme Press", on paper cut to
size, but before being folded into the shape
of the envelopes. It happened quite often
that two or even three sheets were put into
the machine, and obviously only the top $hy:
received the inked embossing, while the lower
sheets were duly embossed, but the "stamp!'
remained colourless. Some of these sheets
were made into envelopes and thus "Albinos"
were produced - with the "stamp" either quite
clearly or more faintly embossed, but without
colour.
Again, on occasion some of the sheets went
through the machine twice, sometimes the
"Albinos" were discovered and embossed once
again in colour, but the second embossing was
a fraction shifted, sometimes even sheets
properly embossed in colour were embossed a
second time, and thus we get double "prints"
and double embossing.
"Albinos" and Double embossing exist of all
four values, of the 5, 10, 25 and 30 c. envelopes. They are now fairly rare, though the-v
were produced in comparatively large quant
ies. Zumstein catalogue quotes the cheapest
of the Albinos at about F 50.- and cheapest of
the Double embossing at about F 80.— to F 100.'.

"

In 1870 the Postdirection gave the permission for the production of envelopes to contain
the name of the sender, impressed in faint
coloured relief, which looks like a watermark.
Quite a number of commercial firms applied for
such envelopes and they could have their names
and addresses imprinted in colour, mostly in
faint green, pink or violet. Some firms added
their trade marks or advertising slogans.
Since 1873 the Federal Mint, which produced
the envelopes, also accepted orders for printing or embossing the sender's name and address
on the back-flaps of the envelopes.
In 1874 the Controlmark (Doves) was replaced
by a new Watermark, which consisted of the
Cross of the Swiss Confederation.surrounded by
22 stars and the 10 c. value in the four
corners. Only the envelopes with the embossed
"stamp" of 10 c. were issued with the new
Watermark, in carmine on the small envelopes
only, and in the aniline-red on both the small
and the large envelopes. (To be continued ..)
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THE SWISS PHILATELIC CONGRESS
(Continued)
Forty years after the "GRATIS" label for the French which will be the 67th, is to take
military internees was issued to denote mail exempted place this year at the well-known
resort of Brunnen on the Lake of
from postal charges, the Swiss post office took up
As
Lucerne on June 15 and 16.
the original idea to introduce definitive stamps for
usual it will be combined with a
a basically similar purpose.
local stamp exhibition and a
A Federal law passed by the National Assembly in
bourse.
1910 provided that certain charity organisations,
hospitals and public funds established for the welTHE SWISS "DAY OF STAMP" was
fare of the poor and sick, should be allowed to send
celebrated on December, 2nd, 1956.
their mail free of postage. On January 1, 1911, the
It was for the twentieth time
Post Office published regulations to the effect that
that this event took place since
a number of selected organisations were to be suppAs
it was inaugurated in 1936.
lied with the new "Frank-stamps" (Porto-Freiheitsusual, a local philatelic society
Marken) and that the quantity of the stamps thus
allocated must not exceed a total value of 2,000
was entrusted by the Swiss Federation of philat.societies to act
francs per year for any of these organisations. In
as the host for a gathering of
fact only a few of the largest did receive stamps
up to this comparatively high amount, while most
stamp collectors from every part
of the country and with the pubother were allocated stamps to the value of between
lication of a specially designed
250.- and 1 9 000 francs per year.
The
postcard and envelope.
attractive design shows the re ►
The design of the new Frank-stamps
production of a stone relief on
issued in 1911 was similar to that
the St. Gall central post office
of the postage due stamps of 1910,
building - an old postilion leannamely showing the Swiss Confedering on his post-coach horse. The
ation Cross surrounded by a wreath
P.T.T. issued a special postmark
of alpine flowers, with three snowwith which mail posted at the.
covered peaks in the background,
and the value tablet below the coat meeting- mainly the special postof arms. But in order to distinguish cards and envelopes - was
the Frank-stamps from the postage
cancelled.
due stamps, the letters "P.P." were inserted at both DEATH OF COURVOISIER CHAIRMAN
sides of the value figure. They stand for the familiar "Porte Paye" (postage paid) which, strictly
We record with regret the death
of M. Guido Essig-Courvoisier,
speaking, does not make sense, as the whole purpose
the chairman of the famous printof the Frank stamps was that no postage was paid by
their users. ing firm of La Chaux-de-Froids.
Each of the eleven postal districts received a fixM. Essig was the son-in-law of
ed allocation of the new stamps and in turn distribu- the
of the firm, which
ted them to the organisations enjoying the privilege. from founder
small beginnings developped
In ^der to exercise strict control over the proper
under his guidance into one of
use of these Frank-stamps, each organisation, fund,or the largest stamp producing works
hospital received an "identification numeral", which
in the world.
was printed on each stamp of any value which were
As a young man M. Essig spent a
allocated to the organisation in question. A double
year as a printer journeyman in
check was made by allocating to every postal district England.
a series of consecutive numerals. Thus Geneva received
the numerals 1 to 100, Lausanne 101 to 300, Berne 301 sssssss...ssssss..sssssssssssssss
to 400, Neuchatel 401 to 500, Basle 501 to 600, Aarau
601 to 700, Lucerne 701 to 800, Zurich 801 to 1000,
St.Gall 1001 to 1100, Chur 1101 to 1150 and Bellinzona
(To be continued)
1151 to 1200.
sss.ssssssssssssS:ssssssssssssssssstsss....ssss..sss.ss
J. S. ARMSTRONG s s
offers

14

LOW LANE, TORRISHOLME s s M 0 R E C A M B E.LANCS.

SWITZERLP\
1,\MO.,\TED•MIST
MINIATURE SHEETS
NATIONAL FETE
PRO JUVENTUTE

1913 @ 9d, 1915@ 26/-. 1916 @ 17/6
1917 @ 26 -. 1918 @ 2 - 1918 @ 3/3
1920 @ 2 9 9 1921 @ 6/6, 1922 @ 6/6
1924 to 1926 @ 2/- each; 1927 to
1950 @ 5/6d
1949 @ 2/3d each;
,

1951 @ 4/6d; 1952 @ 4/3d, 1953 to
1955 @ 3/9d; 1956 @ 3/
ALL BLOCKS PRO RATA

WANTS LISTS WELCOME

1938 @ 6d, grilled paper
@ 2/-, 1939 @ 6d., 1940
(6 values) @ 7/-9 1941
@ 1/3d, 1942 and 1943 @
1/6d, 1944 & 1945 @ 3/d.
1946 to 1949 @ 3/- each,

@ 4/99 1951 @ 4/3d.
1952 to 1 953 @ 4/- each,

1 95 0

1954 @

3/9, 1955 @ 3/6d,
1956 @ 3/-.

1936 Pro Patria @ 12/6
1938 AARU @ 8/6, 1943
Zurich 9/6, Luxury 12/1943 Geneva 9/6, 1945
Basel 11/-, IMABA 8/-,

@ 5/-,
1937 Pro Juventute 2/6d

1955 Lausanne

1941 Pro Juv. 13/6,
1940 Nat.Fete @ 42/-,
1942 Nat.Fete @ 7/6d.
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NEW

FEATURE:

OUR NORTHERN MEMBERS VISIT LEEDS P.S.
Members of the Yorks/Lanes Group have been
invited to give a Switzerland display at
the meeting of the Leeds Philatelic Society
on March 5th.
THE P.T.T. HAVE SLIPPED UP ....
Our member, Lt.Colonel J.D. Blyth, O.B.E.,
R.P.S.L., writes: "The P.T.T. have slipped
(and led the Editor of the "News Letter"
astray),_ by describing the 20+1Oc. Pro Juventute 1956 stamp design as a picture of the
'Purple Emperor' butterfly, the Apatura Iris,.
It is not! I believe that the 'Purple Emperor' only occurs in England, it is very
like the butterfly on the stamp, but lacks
the 'eyes' on the top wings. The one depicted on the stamp is, in fact, the Continental
variety Apatura Illia." Colonel Blyth also
reports his discovery of a flaw on the 10'+
10c. value of the Pro Juventute set. The end
of the moth's, wing in the top left hand corner is split, apparently due to a fault in
the black printing. This may well have led
to a retouch, which may be worth looking for.
NEW EDITOR OF "SCHWEIZER BRIEFMARKEN

ZEITUNG. The official organ
of the Federation of 'Swiss 'Philatelic Societies has a new editor, Dr. Alfred Guggisberg.
He succeeded on January 1st, Herr Willy
Klaiber who had edited the paper with great
distinction for more than eight years.

A STAMP WORTH ATTENTION is the National
Fete 1938, Zum.No.lz, on grilled paper,used.
During the last few years it has become more
and more elusive in fine used condition and
in the latest catalogue it is quoted at
F 2.50 (the same stamp on smooth white paper
is quite common and priced at 30c.) Our
Berne correspondent says that Swiss dealers
are paying up to 60 p.c. of the catalogue
price for good used copies.
FREE TICKETS FOR "STAMPER"
Mr. H.L.Katcher of "Amateur Collector Ltd"
has kindly offered to our members free
tickets for the "Stampex" exhibition which
takes place at the Central Hall,Westminster,
from 16th to 23rd March. Members desirous
to make use of this generous offer, should
write to Mr.Katcher (27 Westbury Road,
London N.12) enclosing, of course, a stamped
and addressed envelope.
DISPLAYS OF SWITZERLAND
were given by our Hon.Secretary, Mrs. E.J.
Rawnsley on November 14th at a meeting of
the Brentford P.S. and on November 24th at
Ilford. The belated recording of this good
work is caused by the fact that the editor
had to drag out the news from our self—
effacing Secretary.
TWO IMPORTANT SERIAL ARTICLES
on the Swiss train post offices and on the
postal history of the Helvetia Republic will
start in the next issue of the "News Letter"
tremr Rub. NOW ! !

the Swiss Federal capital was founded in
1191 and is built on a ridge of rock,
surrounded on three sides by the river Aar.
A cogwheel railway, the shortest length of
track in the world, connects the city with
a suburb down on the riverside.
Today, Berne, while preserving in many of
its streets and squares the idyllic and
medimval character, is a city of great
commercial activity, one of Switzerland's
most important centres of the food,
chocolate and chemical industries. It is
also the "capital" of the Swiss cheese
trade, with many of the famous dairies--,.n
its vicinity. Electrical machinery anu
electrical appliances are also manufactured
there.
0

0•000•00

0

00

0000

0

00

0

In subsequent issues of the "News Letter"
we shall publish similar drawings of many
other Swiss cities and holiday resorts from
the pen of the well—known Swiss artist,
Fred Bieri. These drawings and short
captions may inspire some collectors to
compile a "thematic collection" showing
Corresponding stamp designs, coats of arms
etc. which can be found on many modern
Swiss stamps.
ssssasâ....ssssa.^s sss....... aasasszs^ sss::.

YORKSZLANCS — GROUP
The occasion at the January meeting was
the Group's Annual Competition, which was
won by Mr.R.A.HOYLE with the same exhibit
(the study of the 20c. Grimsel) with which
he had won the Helvetia Cup. Mr.L.Moore was
second with a detailed study of the "Silk
Threads" issues, and Mr.H.W.Robertshaw
third with an exhibit of Railway stamps,
showing known varieties and also certain
"technical" errors in the designs. There
were nine entries altogether. The next
J.N.Highsted swill show Am lan a^C hen Po t

s

.
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E "FF P\ D"F . D" DOSTPL MRP,
By Gear e 1W. CALDIWELL
Early in the 19th century the French postal
authority and the Bernese "postal factors"
the Fischer family were the foremost operators
of thè postal service in Switzerland. Under
the Helvetia Republic there existed for a time
some sort of centralization of the mail service which was carried out by the postal authorities of Berne, Zurich with its dependencies
- Basle, Schaffhausen and St.Gall. But by
1803 most of these installations had broken
down and the Swiss postal system was in a
state of chaos. Several cantons leased the
mail service - carried out by dilligenees,
messengers on horseback and on foot - to the
Fischer family.
On May 1, 1828, Fischer concluded a treaty
with the director of the French Post Office
for the handling of mail between the two
neighbouring countries. The treaty became
effective on October 1, 1828.
.ey and Delle were specified as the two
offices of entry into France, Geneva and
Porrentruy as those for entry into Switzerland.
A vast majority of all letters during those
early days was sent 'postage collect'. To do
otherwise was considered unethical, the implication being that the addressee might not be
able to pay the postage, or that he would
refuse to accept the letter. Hence it was
necessary to provide the means by which the
office of entry could determine the amount of
postage to be collected from the addressee,
and its apportionment between the two postal
administrations.
Under the treaty this was accomplished by a
series of handstamped postal markings,
consisting of two initials and a numeral.
The French postal administration used the
in.'als ' C. F. ', meaning a letter (C-orrespohL_..3ce) sent via F-erney, and a ' C. D.
for letters sent via D-elle.
ass ass

s:>

:aa:a:a

The accompanying numeral indicated in
decimes (1/10th French franc) the postage
credited to the French authority.
On Swiss mail with French destination
the Fischer Post used the initials ' F.F.'
meaning "Fischer via Ferney" and ' F.D. '
The
for mail routed through Delle.
numerals indicated in 'kreuzers' the postage due to Fischer. In the treaty the F.F
initials are noted with the following
numerals: 4, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18, while
the F.D. initials have 2, 4, 6 , 8 , 109 12,
14 and 16 numerals.
Transporting such mail from the offices
of entry was a responsibility of the
Fischer Post and compensation was provided
accordingly.
The Bernese revolution in 1831 replaced
the conservative government by a liberal
one, which demanded certain modifications
in the lease of the postal services to
the Fischer family. Fischer's refusal to
comply resulted in a termination of the
contract with him, effective from August
1st, 1832, As this Bernese contract was
the basis of the vast and extremely
lucrative postal enterprise run by the
Fischer family, the Fischer Post was
forced out of business and the postal
service was taken over by the cantonal
authorities.
Naturally, this caused the termination
of the treaty between Fischer and the
French postal administration and the discontinuation of the 'F.F.' and 'F.D.'
markings, which had been in use for four
years and three months.
-0NOTE: The Fischer markings should not be
confused with the much later "F.F." initials of the Federal post office, which
denoted "Franco Frontiere".

a:aa:a:... :o:::>asasss

:::

s:::::

PMPTEJR COLLECTOR'S
THE 1957

\_/1 J)

SUPPLEMENT IS N 0 W ON SALE
The first major addition to the Basic Catalogue
M.A R C H
16th-23rd 1957
of 1955, it comprises 16 fully illustrated pages
in stiff cover. It contains 1538 PRICE ALTERATIONS
CENTRAL HALL, WESTMINSTER
- of which 1385 are upwards and 153 down.
ADDENDA
Listing of additional Shades and Varieties:
Mr.Katcher will be pleased
latest Printing figures, First Listing of USED AIR MAIL
to welcome old friends and
Blocks of four, etc. etc.
new at STAND 35, and invites
The new Supplement is an absolute "MUST" for the
you to write for a FREE
Switzerland collectors, and costing only
ADMISSION TICKET
(plus 3d. postage) it is the best money's
(S.A.E. please!)
worth on the market.
SEE FOR YOURSELF HOW THE VALUE OF YOUR SWISS COLLECTION HAS INCREASED DURING THE LAST
TWELVE MONTHS! BE UP-TO-DATE AND ORDER N0W
from -THE
AMATEUR
COLLECTOR
LTD.
,

27, WESTBURY ROAD - - L 0 N D 0 N. N.12.

C 2 TLOCUE OF SWITZERLPND
:::::::::::::::::::: s :::::: s :::: O : s ::

::::::::: : ::: : :::::: 0 :::: O : s ::::::::::: 0 ::: 0 :: : : O :: s

Owing to pressure on space the istalment of "ALL ABOUT SWITZERLAND" was held over.

,
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SUBS C R I P T I O N
FOR
1 9 5 7
Many members are still in arrears with the At the February meeting members of the London
annual subscription of 7s.6d. which was
IGroup had the pleasure to welcome Mr.Jack BEKEN
due on January 1. This is causing quite
Ithe famous collector of Liechtenstein, who
unnecessary_ additional work for the Hon.
treated them to one of the most interesting and
Treasurer. We appeal to those members who imemorable displays, with a running commentary,
have not yet remitted the small amount - !which would qualify Mr.Beken to become a teleless than the price of two packets of
vision star.
cigarettes! - to do so at once.
He prefaced his display with an entertainment
Members Who have not paid their subs- of coloured slides reproduced from excellent
cription by March 10th will be regarded
photographs, giving a vivid impression. of_ the
as "lapsed"" and further dispatch of the
beautiful scenery of this idyllic corner of
"Helvetia News Letter" and the circulation Europe. After the cinematographic show, which
of Exchange Packets will be stopped to
kept the well attended meeting enthralled for
those members after that date.
half an hour, Mr.Beken proceeded to show "a
Cheques or Postal Orders should be
few items" from his unique Liechtenstein collmade out to the Helvetia Philatelic
ection. Commencing with a solitary example of
Society and sent to Mr. A.J. Harding,
a pre-stamp cover (which took him 27 years of
31 Somerset Way, Iver. Bucks.
patient searching to acquire), he displayed
page after page of fascinating gems,.from the
MR. LAURENCE MOORE AT CONGRESS
early issues of Austrian stamps used in LiechThis year's 37th Philatelic Congress
tenstein to mixed frankings of the Principalof Great Britain takes place at Harrogate ity's mail with Austrian and Swiss stamps, and
in May and the Leeds P.S. will act as
finally to the many beautiful issues of 1/Thhosts. Mr.L.Moore, M.B.E., a past presid- tenstein right until the present day. He told
ent of the Leeds P.S. and a member of the the interesting story of the unofficial labels
committee of the Helvetia P.S., is play(the "schweizer Post Vaduz") used during the
ing a prominent part in the arrangements
first world war, illustrating it by many actual
and he will be presenting at Congress an
examples, showed many rare cancellations, airimportant paper on the subject of Study
mails, postage dues, fiscals and other unusual
Circles and their effect on local philat- items and concluded the display with pages
elic society. This may give him an opp-,
showing the postmarks from the nine post offortunity to acquaint Congress with the
ices of Liechtenstein, each with a photo of the
activities of our society, which can claim post office. Space forbids to give here even
a brief appreciation of the magnificent materto be one of the largest and most active
of the specialised study circles.
ial which Mr.Beken displayed. Members were
Mr.
Moore has kindly presented us with advert- greatly impressed by his presentation and the
fluency of his explanatory talk and the wide
ising space in the Congress Year Book.
scope of the display as well as by the many
" MY CHOICE - SWITZERLAND ! "
links between Swiss and Liechtenstein postal
history. They acclaimed Mr.Beken's "disclosFor many months "Stamp Collecting" has
been publishing contributions by collect- ure" that Mrs.Beken, who graced the meeting
with' her presence, did all the elaborate.
ors who explained why they decided to
excellent "writing up" of his huge collection.
specialise an individual. By and by all
Dr.F.HTaylor proposed a very hearty vote of
the philatelic predelictions, from Abbyssinia to Zanzibar, appeared to have been thanks to Mr.and Mrs.Beken, and Mr.E.H.Spiro
aaconded it.
covered, but no mention was made of
Switzerland. It was to the credit of one
LONDON-SWISS P.S. VISIT IN MARCH
of our members, Mr.J.A.Lowe, of London,
At the March meeting on Tuesday, March 5th,
that Switzerland found at last her deserve
the London Group will welcome members of the
place in the series of "My Choice". Mr.
London Swiss Philatelic Society (the member
Lowe says in his article (published in ship of which consists of Swiss nationals).
'Stamp Collecting' of February 8th) that
The Society's President, Mr.Max Uehlinger,
his reasons to collect and specialise Swiss
will head a team of Switzerland collectors
issues were s
and we can look forward to another excellent
(1) A very wide field of study appeals to
show. All members in the London area are
the serious philatelist's interests;
(2) An interesting collection can be formed particularly urged to attend the March meeting
at a reasonable cost, commencing from the and to make it - together with our Swiss
guests - the event of the season. The meeting
1862 Sitting Helvetia perforated issue,
without incurring the expence of the high- will start at 6.30 p.m. and will take place at
er priced, though desirable, earlier issues .the Swan Hotel, Cosmo. Place, Southampton Row,
(3) It is an asset to the thematic collect- W.C.l. (a short walking distance from the
Holborn-Kingsway Underground station; buses
or of heraldry, butterflies, famous men,
68,77a,196 stop at Cosmo Place).
rivers, lakes and costumes.
Mr. Lowe then continues to give a very comThe APRIL meeting will take place on Tuesday
prehensive survey of a Switzerland collect- April 2nd, when Mr.P.Stratton will show "Swiss
ion. His contribution will undoubtedly
Fiscals" and Mr.E.H.Spiro "Swiss Postal
result in drawing many new recruits to this Stationery".
particular field of our hobby.
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EDITORIAL
THE NEW GENERATION

THE LIRE 0

Few of us started stamp collect
ing other than as "general
collectors". I have vivid recc actions of my boyhood, when
some battered Empire stamps
changed the rather grubby hands
for a very large, octagonal(and
hence obviously "very rare")
issue of Turkish Thessaly.
But with the daily avalanche
of new issues even the boys and
girls of today go for "special-isation" of a single country.
The axiom "to catch them young"
very much applies to philately
and I have therefore suggested
to our Committee to consider
the setting up of "juvenile
groups", to be attached, at
first, to our very active London
and Yorks/Lancs. Groups.
Sully, our particular field of
Svt
philately provides every
possible attraction to the
young - as Mr.F.Streit so ably
states in the next column.

SWISS ST MPS

-

,

s

As a rule, "specialisation"
is taken up late in life, and
the average of our members are
middle-aged. It would be a
good thing to inject young
blood into our Society and to
breed and educate a new generation of Switzerland collectors.
I am confident that some of our
adult members would be prepared
to act as "leaders" of such
juvenile circles. There are no
doubt certain difficulties in
carrying out the plan, but the
reward will be greatly satisfactory.
I appeal to all members to
express their opinion about my
suggestion, both for and against
it, so that the Committee can
consider the plan in more detail

By
FREDERICK

STREIT

President : London Swiss Philatelic Society
(Leading a team of members of the
London Swiss P.S. who gave a display
at the March meeting of the London
Group of the Helvetia P.S., Mr.
Streit gave the following introductory address.)
The attraction of Swiss stamps is manifold and the
interest grows with expanding knowledge about them.
Obviously the most important thing about a collection
is the stamps themselves, and it is hardly necessary to
insist that the stamps of Switzerland have many merits
from a collector's point of view - for they are in no
danger of being ignored or underestimated. They invite
attention and quickly reward it!
For the philatelist proper the early issues offer a
delightful variety of paper, printing and perforation,
with a generous sprinkling of retouches, flaws, errors
etc. Apart from the rare cantonal issues the material
l and relatively inexpensive.
is fairly plentifu
As for the "ordinary" collector who does not profess
to be a student, what more could he want but the long
sequence of pictorials, well-designed and well-produced
which Switzerland has provided, especially in recent
years? They cover a wide range of subjects, make a
brilliant display in the album - as you will presently
see - and yet do not require more than a moderate
expenditure of time and money.
Although Switzerland is small in comparison with the
large countries, and weak as regards its mineral wealth
and industrial resources, it is too important to be
over-looked, and most of you know something about it,
if only that it is a very old republic, noted for its
scenery, hospitality, its chocolate and its watches....
If we turn to the stamps, we shall find that they are
not unworthy of their origin. The glimpses they supply
are small, detached and selective; the views they offer are telescopic rather than panoramic. Nevertheless
if carefully put together they can form a valuable
supplement to knowledge gained from books or travel. A
means by which we can bring into our homes, at little
cost and on a miniature scale, realistic sketches of
Lake Lugano, the Jungfrau, Lake Lucerne and the Mythen,
and many other features of the alpine scene, is surely
not to be despised, even by the most light-hearted of
(Turn to page 2
collectors.
)
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(THE LURE OF SWISS STAMPS - Continued):
Nor need our enjoyment be marred,. as far as
Switzerland is concerned, by the uncomfortable
suspicion that what .we collect are actually
colourful labels, printed to exploit our
purses rather than fulfil a genuine postal or
commemorative purpose.'For although new issues
are constantly being added, their number is
not, on the whole, excessive and their object'
is usually a worthy one.
Thus, few are likely to quarrel with the
long series of "Pro Juventute" stamps which
have appeared in regular annual instalments
since 1913 almost without a break, because
these stamps are so attractive in themselves,
but mainly because the premium is reasonable
and devoted to a charity which we all want to
help, especially at Christmas time. A more
recent innovation is the "National Fete"
issue, but the beauty and interest of these
stamps also disarm criticism. They are
examples of the artistic and technical standards which stamps can attain.
Let me conclude my brief survey with these
words: "We can see the history as well as
the geography of Switzerland in the mirror of
its stamps.
O 0 0 0 0 0 9 0°sss°p 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0°°0 s O é 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 o P 0 0
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MEMBERS WANTS & OFFERS
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By E.H. SPIRO

(Continued)
In 1877 the postal authority decided to
revert to the use of the paper with the old
Dove Controlmark, but the shape of the
flaps of the envelopes was altered. Both,
the upper and lower flap now appeared rounded off or "chamferred"(see drawing). These
envelopes are in the large size of 148 by
116 millimetres, and were issued in two
values, 100. aniline red and 25c. green.
There are some interesting varieties of
this issue - the Dove appears inverted and
flying to the left, and there is also a
rare double embossing of the 25c. mark.
N\

The 1877 issue flaps

(Insertions free of charge to Members)
0 0 0 0

p c) )

In 1879 another and final change in the
paper watermark was made. It shows a design
of arabesque ornaments, with the Cross of
The
the Confederation in the centre.
ornament - in the normal position - runs
diagonally across the envelope from the
left lower corner to the right upper corner.
But because of the paper being folded on
either side and from left to right, or,
from right to left there are two main
"varieties", showing the watermark either
inverted or running from the left upper
corner to the right lower corner...
All these envelopes are in the small size_
(148 by 84 millimetres) and the issue comprised three values, 5c. dark brown, 10c.
aniline red and 25c. green.
Finally, in 1881 two small sized envelopes were reissued on the Dove Controlmark
paper with flap No.2 (as illustrated in
the December 1956 article) and with the
value "stamp" in new shades - the 5c. dark
brown and the 10c. aniline red.
In 1887 the issue of envelopes with
embossed "stamps" was discontinued, but the
envelopes retained validity until the end

0....

FOR SALE about 2 lb. (by weight on paper)
Landscape stamps, 5,1 0 & 20c. values of 1936,
1938, 1939, 1942, 1948 & 1940. Suitable for
postmark collector.
That offers?
J.E.O. Hobbs, 16 Blandford Avenue, Whitton.
Middlesex.
HOLIDAY MAKERS visiting Zurich will be
welcomed at the weekly bourse of the Zurich
Philatelia, Sunday, 10-12 o'clock at Cafe
Stauffacher, Hallwyl St. No.6, near Sihl
Bridge. English spoken.

AMATEUR COLLECTOR's CATALOGUE SUPPLEMENT for
1957 is now to hand and will be heartily

welcomed by all collectors who use this handy
The 16 pages little catalogue in English.
apart from a large number of price alterations
are packed with useful information, including a table of the quantities printed of many
recent issues, lists of used blocks of four
quotations etc. The Addenda part brings the
The very modest
1955 right up-to-date.
price of 2s.6d. makes the supplement one of
the best bargains among recent publications
on Swiss stamps.
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PRE-STAMP - SILK THREAD. - FIRST DAY
AMBULANT POSTMARK FIRST FLIGHT

Covers Etc.
SOLDIER
I will be pleased to send APPROVAL SELECTIONS of the above to any Member.

SPECIAL OFFER s Airmail variety, Zum.No.20, 10 c. on 15 e.
INVERTED OVERPRINT, mint ........... 105.
WANTS LISTS WELCOME
APPROVAL SELECTIONS OF MANY ISSUES

J . S. ARMSTRO\G,
TORRISHOLME s s MORECAMBE s 2 LANCS.

14 LOW LANE : s
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AjiJUtf\jJi .F)(1)0AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF TRAIN AND SHI
The study of Travelling Post Offices and Railway P.O. cancellations provides one of the
most fascinating philatelic sidelines. And this claim can be made with particular emphasis as regards the ambulant postmarks of Switzerland. Research into these Swiss postmarks,
in the narrow sense, has been fairly adequately covered by the Great Handbook of Cancellations on Swiss stamps 1843-1882 by Andres and Emmenegger, though its listing, is confined
of course, to a period of merely 25 years, since the introduction of railway post offices
in 1857 until the date when the handbook's schedule closes in 1882. Felix Grafe had supplemented in 1951 a short description of subsequent T.P.O. postmarks in a slender'leaflet a
and a few articles in the Swiss and German philatelic press dealt with the subject in a
more general manner.
cantonal postal authorities, official and
For the present series of articles which is
semi-official "Post Commissions" and
planned to run in the "Helvetia News Letter"
private
"postal factors" the conveyance of
for several issues, the author, while using
passengers
by postal coaches was a far more
some of the existing literature, attempted to
profitable
proposition than the carriage
gather new material, including information
of
mail.
In
1852 - according to official
supplied by the P.T.T., the Swiss Federal
figures
in
the
archives of the P.T.T. Railways and some knowledgeable collectors.
the Federal Post Office profited on the
average F 5.03 per passenger, but less
than 20 years later, in 1870, this revenue
fell to a mere F 1.91, owing to the rapidly growing expansion of the railways,
which provided a far more speedy and comfortable means of travel.
(1)
( 2)
(3)
(4)
With the decline of revenue from the
SOME EARLY ROUTE MARKS: (1) Dilligence
passenger traffic, the Post Office had
Bureau, (2) Ligne Bale par Huningue, or
still to provide the conveyance of mail by
Lettre Bale par Huningue, (3) Lausanne-Geneve
the "post dilligence", which was becoming
or Ligne Geneve, (4) Lausanne-Vevey, or Ligne more and more costly.
Vevey.
Little wonder, therefore, that the Post
Office began to look to its worst competThe articles are being written with no more itors, the various privately-owned railway
ambitious aim than to provide an introduction companies, as the helper in their predicato this interesting philatelic field. Indeed, ment. But it took ten years, until in
1857 the first agreement was signed beit will need a very much more searching intween the Federal Post Office and the
vestigation to deal adequately with the exNorth-East Railway Company, to run special
tremely involved and difficult subject, and
the author can only express the hope that one post office waggons carrying letters.
day one of the leading Swiss experts on post- It is true that a Federal law passed by
will produce a standard work that will
ma:
TURN TO PAGE 4)
carry on from where Andres and Emmenegger
stopped in their handbook.
But apart from the study of railway and
ahip. postmarks proper, the history of
travelling post offices is a subject
of great interest to the student of
Swiss philately. Indeed, the postal
history of this particular means of
conveyance of mail goes back long befor the appearance of the railway
train in 1847 - when the first railway line from Zurich to Baden was
opened on August 9th.
The "dilligences" and postal coaches
had their "ambulant" postmarks and
postillions carried much of the work
later taken over by the sorting clerks
aboard the train post offices,
A train with one of the earliest post waggons
The "route marks" (of which a few
arrives at the Lichtensteig station (near Wattexamples are illustrated above) were
wil) on the old North-East Railway line from
varied and many, and they provide a
Zurich to St.Gall. These waggons weighed 7 tons
separate field of Swiss philately,
A modern PTT waggon built of light metal weighs
which falls mainly into the so-called
27 tons, some of the mobile T.P.O.s as much as
"pre-stamp" period before 1850.
46 tons.
When on that fateful September 1,
The etching dates from the early 1860s.
1849 the Federal Government took over
the postal services from a medley of
0
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the Swiss Parliament in 1852, compelled all
railway companies to carry mail (free of
charge to the Post Office) in their goods
waggons, but the railway companies, obviously
not particularly enthusiastic about this imposed burden, treated the mail bags in a
rather desultory manner. Mail dispatched by
the "dilligence" was often much quicker conveyed than that carried by the railways.
Even after the first "postal waggons" were
introduced in 1857 on the Zurich-Brugg line,
matters did not improve much. The waggons
which were built and owned by the railway
companies were very small, carried only a
small proportion of the postal bags handed in
by the post offices and it happened quite
often that bags were left behind at stations,
sometimes for a few days, causing long delays
in delivery.
In 1861 the Federal Government issued a
stern "ordinance" to the railway companies,
warning them that if the arrangements for
carrying the mail do not improve, the licences
of the defaulting railway companies would be
withdrawn.
Things improved a little as a result of
this warning, but the Post Office was still
far from being satisfied with the service
provided by the railways and there. were constant complaints from the public and sharp
criticism in Parliament and in the Press.
Finally, in 1866, the Government decided to
acquire from the railway companies the existing 24 postal waggons for the Post Office and
to empower the Post Office to build a number
of new and better postal waggons, aboard
which the sorting of mail could be carried
out. These postal waggons became what we now
know as the travelling post offices. An
agreement with the railways provided for a
modest compensation payable by the Post
Office for permission to attach these waggons
to any trains the postal authorities would
choose. A modus vivendi was at last established between the railways and the Post
Office, which lasted satisfactorily until most
os the railway companies were finally nationalised and a far more closer co-operation
between the Federal'Post Offices and the
Federal Railways became self-evident.
As long as the railway companies ran their
own postal waggons, only letter mail was
accepted by then. It was not until 1865 shortly before the acquisition of the waggon
park by the Post Office - that parcel post
was experimentally introduced on the railways,
at first on the lines Geneva-Lausanne-Sion ,
Yverdon-Lausanne, and Lausanne-Berne.
In our next article we shall look at the
early train post office services, which were
inaugurated since the Nord-Ost Bahn (NorthEast Railway) had established its first postal waggon run between Baden and Zurich in
1857, for which mail was accepted at the
stations and postmarked with the very first
ambulant cancellation - a single circle postmark bearing the inscription "SCHWEIZER
BAHNPOST - NORD-OST BAHN" with date and
train number.
(To be continued

has a beehive on its coat of arms, signifying the industry of its watchmaking .
citizens? Though it was in Geneva, early
in the 16th century, that the reputation of
the Swiss watch was first established, the
craft soon took root in the Neuchatel Jura
area and Chaux-de-Fonds became subsequently
its most important centre. Today the small
town of about 35,000 inhabitants exports
more than one half of the whole Swiss production of watches to the fartherst flung
corners of the world. In addition, as
every stamp collector knows, Chaux-de-Fonds
is one of the world's largest centres of
postage stamp production - the printing,
works of Courvoisier S.A. produce annua y
tens of millions of stamps printed by the
most modern processes, not only for the
Swiss P.T.T. but for many foreign governments. While all this may be familiar to
many people, probably only few know that
Chaux-de-Fonds is the highest situated
township in Europe, built on a plateau
2,970 ft. high. In the early 18th century
it was still a small and poor hamlet. At
the end of that century the growing town
was almost completely destroyed by a great
fire and rebuilt in a most modern manner,
with straight streets all running at right
angles one to another. It has a worldfamous museum of the watchmaking craft.
In more recent years it has also become the
centre of a flourishing export industry of
inexpensive "cotume jewellery".
Strangely enough no Swiss stamp shows
the town or refers to its important indus
try, though one of Chaux-de-Fond's great
sons, Federal Councillor Numa Droz, was
honoured on the 5c. value of the 1944 Pro
Juventute series.
(Drawing by FRED BIERI from a brochure
issued by the Union Bank of Switzerland
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TI(' VISIT TG LEE ASPS
Excellent Display of Switzerland by 8 Members
YOUNG SWISS COLLECTORS
The "Helvetia Philatelic Society" and particularly its '
want pen friends for correspondvery active Yorkshire/Lancashire Group have been honence and exchange of stamps. The
oured by an invitation from the Leeds Philatelic SocFederation of Swiss philatelic
iety - the oldest in the world, except the Royal P.S.
societies has now established an
- to give a display. The visit took place on March 12,
"Address-Centre" whose task is
and eight of our members showed as many as 500 sheets
to bring together youthful Swiss
from their Switzerland collections to an enthusiastic
collectors abroad. Inquiries to
audience. To augment available space Mr. Highsted took
Herr Hermann Dennlet jun.,
along additional frames from Bradford and the whole
Oberhardstrasse 17, Langenthal display was arranged like an exhibition in frames.
but the ago limit for pen-friends
Mr. Laurence Moore, M.B.E., a member of our Committis 16.
ee, gave a talk on the history, aims and objects of
our Society, and Mr. G.G. Heaps, the chairman of the
ATTRACTIVE PROPAGANDA POSTMARKS
Yorks/Lanes Group introduced the members who had
were recently issued by the P.T.T
brought along the material. Mr. Moore had representfor Goldau, depicting a deer and
ative selections of pre-stamp covers, Cantonals, Strua roe, alluding to the Nature
belie, Sitting and Standing. Helvetia issues, and Mr.
Park on the Rigi near Goldau,
U.J.F. Gosling followed with 1900 U,P.U. issues, Cross
and for St. Urban (Canton Berne
& Figure, Tell and Tell-boy stamps. Mr. Highsted
with
a picture of the ancient
showed Airmails, Ship letters, Officials, Soldier
Chorgestuhl church.
stamps and Tete-beche issues. Mr. J.A. Eastwood disd a full range of National Fete stamps, and
p^
SWISSAIR FIRST FLIGHT TO JAP AN
Miniature Sheets were shown by Mr. A. Gullis. Mr
On April 27 Swissair opens a
Robertshaw enhanced his exhibit of Railway stamps by
direct
- at first weekly - seran informative talk. Mr. Heaps gave a fine display of
vice
between
Zurich and Geneva
Pro Juventute, and the highlight of the show was proand
Tokio.
An
experimental first
vided by Mr. R.A. Hoyle's "Helvetia Cup" winning
flight
carrying
mail will take
exhibits - an "Alpine Garden" and the "Study of the
place
on
April
1st
and Swissair
20c. Grimsel".
a
special
envelope
is issuing
Leeds P.S. members, in a vote of thanks, expressed
with
appropriate
inscriptions.
the great appreciation of their Society at this innoMail must be franked with Swiss
vation - the first visit and display by a Study Circ1 E
postage stamps and the PTT will
or "specialised society", and referred to the effort
use a special postmark, to be
as not so much a display, but a veritable exhibition.
applied at the post offices
They also made the observations "These chaps are real
Zurich 58 and Geneva 15. Because
philatelists ...!"
Swissair does not provide stamps
An invitation to attend any of the meetings of the
and accepts orders only for alYorks/Lancs. Group was promptly accepted by several
ready
franked envelopes, orders
members of the Leeds P.S., and it can be confidently
from England must be sent to the
exppted that our Society will benefit by a few
PTT Philatelic Agency. Price-of
re` .its.
the envelope is 20c. and, of
Mr. Moore, reporting on this memorable event, right
course, the postage to Tokio of
ly remarks: "As founder of the Yorkshire Group, I was
90c. per air letter must be sent ,
really proud of my colleagues and of 'Helvetia' ... "
The Committee tender their heartiest congratulations
MORE PRO JUVENTUTE 1956 FLAWS
on these exemplary occasion which proved once again
Our Berne correspondent reports:
the enthusiasm and devotion of our members in the
The 10c. value (20th stamp on
North.
sheet A) shows a distinct red
line on the lower left wing of
The instalment of "FRANK STAMPS AND LABELS" is held
the moth. In the "0" of the 30c.
over until the April issue owing to pressure on space
(44th stamp sheet A) we can find
Next month we also hope to commence the extremely
a colour spot, and on the 21st
interesting study on "THE POST OF THE HELVETIA
stamp on sheet B of the 400.
REPUBLIC" by Mr. L. Moore.
value there is a clear retouch
in the second "U" of Juventute
.
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SUPPLEMENT IS N 0 W ON SALE :: THE FIRST MAJOR ADDITION TO THE BASIC

±t

LiA

THE 1957
CATALOGUE OF 1955, COMPRISING 16 FULLY ILLUSTRATED PAGES IN STIFF 'COVER.
Price
It contains 1538 Price Alterations - of which 1385 are upwards
2s.6d.
and 153 down. ADDENDA include Listing of additional shades and
(plus 3d
Varieties, latest Printing figures, First listing of u s e d
postage
The new Supplement is an
Air Mail blocks of four etc. etc.
absolute "Must" for any serious collector of Switzerland !
SEE FOR YOURSELF HOW THE VALUE-OF YOUR SWISS COLLECTION HAS INCREASED DURING THE LAST
FROM ...
TWELVE MONTHS! BE UP-TO-DATE AND ORDER THE SUPPLEMENT N 0 W
LTD.
COLLECTOR
AMATEUR
THE
27 WESTBURY ROAD :: WOODSIDE PARK :: LONDON. N.12 :: PHONE HILlside 6857
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FROM THE COMMITTEE

AT THE COMMITTEE MEETING on February 27th
the award of a Honorary Membership to Mr.
Jack Beken was decided unanimously. Mr.L.
(Continued from No.12/1956)
Moore, M.B.E., had put forward the suggestJust as the multiplicity of languages and ion that the Helvetia P.S. should apply for
the differences in culture closely connect- affiliation to the Philatelic Congress of
Great Britain. The Committee instructed the
ed with them are a typical feature of the
Hon.Secretary to obtain details for further
Swiss national character, the various
consideration. Mr. Spiro suggested to proreligions too, come to enrich this picture
mote the establishment of groups of juvenof national life. Like the other contrasts
ile collectors, which would be attached to
already discussed, the religious differences have been a powerful factor in educat- the London and the Yorks/Lancs. Groups of
the Society. Several Committee members
ing the people in tolerance and in helping
to build up the Confederation on the respect pointed out that some educational authorities and schoolmasters were opposed to such
for the rights of others.
activities. As a start it was agreed that
Of every 1000 Swiss 576 are Protestants,
411 Roman Catholics, 5 Jews and 8 belonging the proposal should bè publicised in the
"News Letter" and opened to discussion by
to other religions. But these figures inmembers. (See "Editorial" on page 1).
clude foreign residents or naturalised
Swiss citizens and they are not quite the
GROUP
LONDON
same if only native Swiss are reckoned, of
whom exactly 3/5th are Protestants, 397 per The next meeting takes place on Tuesday,.
1000 Catholics and only 3 in 1000 Jewish.
APRIL 2nd, at 6.30 p.m. at the Swan Hotel,
Cosmo Place, Southampton Row. W.C.1.
The question for Switzerland is, in the
There will be two displays "Swiss
main, to keep the peace between the two
Fiscals" by Mr. P. Stratton and "Swiss
great Christian denominations. This has
Stationery" by Mr. E.H. Spiro. Though the
been made possible - after in the past
subjects may at first glance appear "boring"
religious conflicts had led to civil war both these side-lines are very interesting
by the principle of freedom of conscience
and may help to introduce members to new
and creed, laid down by the Federal confields of Swiss philately.
stitution. The constitution has declared
The March meeting was devoted to a visit
religious belief to be a private matter,
from
the London Swiss P.S. Mr. Spiro welin which the State has no right to intercomed
the guests in English, German, French
fere. There is no established church and
and
a
brave attempt at Italian, but said he
the State neither subsidises or controls
failed
to qualify in the fourth Swiss natany religious body.
Mr. F. Streit,
ional language — Romansch!
Marriage is a "civil act" performed by
President
of
the
London-Swiss
opened
the
State and the commune and not by the church
proceedings with a short address and then
though anyone is, of course, entitled to
displayed a number of sheets showing pictorsolemnise the marriage act by a religious'
ial issues. Mr. Max Uehlinger followed
ceremony. State and municipal schools are
with a selection of superb examples of the
open to all, though any religious body can
Rayon I and II, Strubelis etc. and a very
maintain its own schools.
fine cover of the 60c. bronze with a Ri,
There is no canton in which only one of
Kaitbad cancellation, just a year too soon
the two great religious denominations is
found, though there are some cantons, which to have also a Hotel stamp. Miss Alma
Gruenberg gave a most interesting display
are predominantly Catholic, such as the
depicting the historical development of
Ticino and Valais, or again predominantly
Switzerland as shown on its stamps, excellProtestant, such as Berne, Vaud, Zurich
ently written up, with a wealth of informand Bale.
These proportions have, however, somewhat ation. Mr. Jack Beken showed leaves of
Austrian charity stamps on air covers
changed of late, mainly through migration
carried by the Swiss "Helvetia" balloon,
and industrialisation. For instance
and Mr. H.C. Gay's contribution was, a fine
Solothurn (Soleure), where there was a
selection of Slogan postmarks, bearing
Catholic majority has now a Protestant one
because many protestant workers had come to testimony to the enterprise of the Swiss
in advertising their products and touristic
the city with increased industrialisation.
On the other hand the Catholic element is
attractions.
Dr. F.H. Taylor proposed a hearty vote of
growing stronger in the ancient centres of
thanks to the guests and said that Helvetia
protestant Reformation, such as Geneva,
members are looking forward to reciprocate
Bale and Zurich.
The religious tolerance is not merely the the most agreeable visit.
The proceedings were conducted in a very
product of the political necessity for adfriendly and convivial atmosphere, and
aption in a country with very varied popour guests remained for a long while after
ulation. A much deeper motive lies behind
it, namely the attitude of a Christian state the meeting, chatting with our members who
turned up in strength.
whose constitution begins with the wordss
"In the Name of God Almighty". The very first
charter of the old League began with these ( ::::::::sss:::.::::s:sssss..ssssssssss::::::
words, and the oath of mutual assistance
J
sworn in 1291 began "In nomine Deo". (To be continued)
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EDITORIAL

For quite a few years the
Editor had used this space
to state his views on matters
philatelic. , while reserving
the._bulk of the "News Letter"
sn Ce to news and articles.
many occasions he had
appealed through this little
column to Members to express
their own views on problems
relating to the activities
of our Society and to the
collecting of Swiss issues
in general.
He was optimistic enough
to expect that at least at
times his comments would induce Members to write "letters
to the editor" and to convey
their own views on the
questions raised.
The response, however, has
been extremely poor. While
on a few occasions two or
wee Members took the trouble
write, to make a suggestion
or to express agreement or
disagreement, some of the
occasions which he considered
worthy of Members' response
seem to have passed entirely
unnoticed. Last month the
Editor appealed to Members to
tell him whether they would
support, or otherwise, the
proposal of setting up groups
for juvenile members. Not a
single letter has reached him
on this subject.
It seems, therefore, that t c
continue the "Editorial"
column would be a waste of
effort and space.
Members
seem to take no interest in
the real important matters of
our hobby, its future, its
meaning and conception - and
they shan't be troubled about
these things anymore

Hon.Excharnge Pkt.Supts
I
MR. J.H. SHORT,.
115, Peppard.Road, I
Caversham. Reading..'
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THE POSTS OF THE

VEIWV;L1,1 /CA rt
D AN TON
1.1 1'1'it

A mark of the
new canton of
"LINTH" (page 2)

By
LAURENCE M 0 0 R E,

M.B.E.

Compared with her neighbours - especially Italy - Switzerland is rather poor in her internal postal history.
Many ancient and famous post routes passed through
Switzerland from very early times. There are the records
of a Roman Post over the Alps ('Cursus Publicus') to
Germany and Gaul. The famous postal family of Thurn and
Taxis for several centuries ran a regular service from
Milan to Lindau, via the Spluegen Pass, Chur and Liechtenstein, as did their rivals, the Fuessach couriers, who
maintained a transit office aid relay stables in Chur.
In spite of all this., no internal postal services
appear to have been operated until the latter half of the
16th century.
The first postmarks, showing town name and date of
despatch, are the manuscript marks of NYON (variously
spelt) of 1662 to 1693. In the early part of the 18th
century there were several local postal services, notably
those of the firm of Fischer in Berne, and another family
service at Schaffhausen. These services also, on cocasion, carried mail to other parts of the country and had
connections abroad.. Unfortunately, little of their
The Swiss
material remains for the modern student.
apparently were not great letter writers, or, if they
did write, their innate thrift would probably cause them
to send letters to distant valleys by some boy of the
family in order to save the postage fees.
Fortunately for the student of Postal History, at the
end of the 18th century an event took place which for a
time almost flooded Switzerland with collectable philatelic material. Like revolutionary movements in our own
time - Russia, Hitler's Germany - the French Revolution
overflowed its own borders and passed on its 'benefits'
to 'autonomous republics' and 'satellite states'. Thus
the "HELVETIC REPUBLIC" - 'One and Indivisible' - was
constituted in 1798 under French domination and lasted
for five years. Switzerland was invaded by French
troops, and there are several Army postmarks of great
interest to the Campaign cover collector; but it was
the invasion of Bureaucracy which produced the real spate
(TURN TO PAGE TWO)

HELVETIA NEWS LETTER;
page 2
of postal history material
admittedly mainly
official - but nevertheless -extremely interesting
-

Prior to the 'Swiss. Revolution' there were 13
cantons in the Confederationt Zurich, Berne,
Lucerne, Uri, Schwyz, Unterwald, Glarus, Zug,
Fribourg, Basle, Solothurn, Schaffhausen and Appen
zell. There were also the 'allied states' otl
Valais, Geneva, Neuchatel and Graubuenden, a
'dependencies' of Aargau, Thurgau, Ticino, Va ;St. Gallen.
Thé Republic carved up the country and remodelled
it on French lines, preserving, however, the idea
of cantonal divisions, rather than establishing:
'departements'. The dependencies came into the
Republic, and there were at first 22 cantons, later
their number was reduced to 19. Zurich, Lucerne,
Basle, Fribourg, Solothurn, Schaffhausen, Thurgau,
and for a time Valais, remained more or less intact
The old s+ate of Berne was sub-divided into four
small cantons: Berne, Oberland (capitalThun),
Aargau and Leman (capital Lausanne).
'

^_

SWISS BADGE OF HONOUR - IN GOLD
For many years the Federation of
Swiss philatelic societies awarded
badges of honour for special merit
and the badge was made in an
attractive enamel design. Now the
badge is being produced in gold and
the Central Committee of the Federation has presented all surviving
holders of the badge with one of
the new gold emblem.
NEW OFFICIAL SWISS EXPERTS
Since the lamented deaths of Dr. G
Fulpius and Herr W. Cueni, the
expert committee of the Federation
of Swiss P.S. was sadly depleted.
Recently two new official experts
were appointed and Herr H.Hunziker
(Peter Rotstrasse 62,Basle) is now
the chief expert for Swiss issue
assistedby three "Europe experte
M.E.Estoppey, Lausanne, F.Moser,
Biel, and M.Zanini, Bellinzona.
The experts accept stamps for
expertising from foreign collectors
and issue certificates.
THE 1957 PRO PATRIA SET
to appear in June is already in the
printing press, but our spies have
so far failed to get advanced news
of the designs- which are believed
to depict more lakes and rivers.
We hope to be, as usual, first with.
the news in our next issue.
.

Uri, Schwyz, Unterwald and
Zug were formed into one
single new canton, appropriately named 'WALDSTAETTEN'
(Forest area), its capital
being Schwyz at first and
later Zug.
A new canton of BADEN was
formed between Zurich and
Aargau.
Appenzell and the northern
part of St. Gallen formed
the new canton of "SAENTIS",
while southern St.Gallen,
together with Glarus became
the new canton of "LINTH"
(see photo on front page).
Ticino was divided into 2
cantons Lugano (including
Locarno) and Bellinzona.
THE ELUSIVE 75c. AIRMAIL of 1936
Graubuenden was incorporated into the Cisalpine
The 75c. value of 1936, on grilled
Republic, (formed by Bonaparte
paper (Zum. No.11z) is becoming
of Modena, Reggio, Ferrara
more and more elusive. While one
MARK OF CANTON BADEN may
and Bologna with Milan),
come across, with some difficwhile Geneva, Bienne and the Bishoperip of Basle
ulty, of mint copies, it is almost
were annexed into France.
impossible to buy this stamp used.
Though
its catalogue price has
The first republican decree of the Helvetic state
risen
little
in recent years, Swiss
on postal matters was one suppressing the old
dealers
are
frantically
trying to
cantonal uniforms of the letter carriers and postbuy
every
available
copy
at full
illions. As a symbol of the new national service
and
over
catalogue.
Its
little
a new uniform in the republican colours of green,
wonder, really, that this stamp is
red and yellow was issued. The whole country was
so elusive. Its printing was only
divided into postal "arrondissements", most of
50,000
copies while all the other
them officially administered, although the firm of
airmails
of that period were printFischer was permitted to carryon in Berne, as
ed
in
200,000
to 500 9 000 copies on
were the family concerns in Schaffhausen.
There
the
average.
Another
elusive "old"
were also certain arrangements with Thurn and
airmail
value
is
the
40c.
Blue/
Taxis.
green
reen in the winged letter design
A Central Post Office of the Helvetic Republic
and 15z.) It is diffwas set up in Lucerne, later removed to Berne.
icult to get it either mint and
used nowadays.
All local post offices were instructed to
A PHILATELIC MICROSCOPE
prepare hand-stamps with the town's name; the
date of posting to be marked before the name, and
with built in electric bulb, which
the date the letter was sent forward to be shown
provides a 50-times. enlargement is
after the name, thus:
now being offered by a Swiss optic19 LUCERNE 2
al instrument firm. It is an useful
gadget, but rather expensive - it
(To be continued
costs about £7.
,
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CANCELLATIONS

B,y E.H. SPIRO 9 R.P.S.L.

Inside one of the larger travelling P.O -.s in 'the 1890s.
Budapest and Bucarest, with connections to
Until 1860, when the Train P.O. service was
Istanbul.
opened on the line from Les Verrieres to
In 1886 the international postal train
Pontallier, there were only nine postal
service was also introduced on the line
waggons in use. In 1863 another important
Vallorbe-Pontallier.
run was added, on the line Geneva The first postal waggons were not very
Bellegarde - Culoz and during the following
well designed and certainly most uncomfortsix or seven years the number of postal
able for the postal clerks who had to work
waggons equipped with sorting facilities
in them. They were really not much more
was by and by increased to 38.
than large goods waggons, with rather
Statistics in the P.T.T. archives show
that the number of postal waggons and T.P.Os roughly constructed wooden shelves and
pigeon holes for sorting the mail, the
increased rapidly until the turn of the
clerks had to stand during the journey
oa.tury, maley thus:only a few rough chairs were provided.
_860 - 1870 ...0 40 train post offices
Lighting was bad, consisting of oil lamps
1871 - 1880 .... 54
ft
hanging from the ceiling and as the waggons
1881 - 1890 .... 101 ft
n
tt
had only a few small windows, fresh 'air
1891 - 1900 .o.. 175
came through openings in the roof, which
In 1886 the first night travelling post
office was introduced, by attaching a postal had to be closed in winter or in rain.
In contrast the modern light metal-built
waggon to night trains between Basle and
P.T.T. travelling post offices answer every
Geneva and Geneva and Zurich. Already two
requirement of modern comfort. They have
years before, in 1884 the first train P.O.
several compartments, a dressing and restwas put to use for international mail serroom, a washroom, lavatory, excellent strip
vice, when postal waggons were attached to
the Arlberg Express, which ran between Paris lighting, 20 roof windows with safety glass
which provide daylight and 14 side windows.
- Bale -- Zurich and Vienna. In later years
the Arlberg Express was expanded to the
(To be continued)
Arlberg-Orient Express, beyond Vienna to

PMATEUR COLLECTOR'S CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND
THE 1957 SUPPLEMENT IS N 0 W ON SALE ss THE FIRST MAJOR ADDITION TO THE BASIC
CATALOGUE OF 1955, COMPRISING 16 FULLY ILLUSTRATED PAGES IN STIFF COVER.
1538 Price alterations - Many Addenda - Listing of additional shades
and varieties - Latest Printing figures - Air Mail blocks -A MUST OF EVERY COLLECTOR OF SWITZERLAND !
ORDER NOW from THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27 WESTBURY ROAD 28 WOODSIDE PARK ss LONDON,N.12

.

PRICE
2s. 6d.
(plus 3d
postage
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SWISS FETE IN LONDON

The Annual Swiss Fete of the Swiss
Another feature which goes to make up the variet
colony
in London took place on April
of the Swiss people is the contrast between town
in
the
Central Hall, Westminster,
and country - urban and rural. In very early times 4
and
was
attended
by our Hon.Secretary
cities came to join the old, purely rural "peasant"
League. Culturally, economically and politically, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley. Two Swiss choirs
they formed a clearly defined factor in it. While the "Chanteurs de Gruyere" and the
Corale Unione Ticinese enthralled the
the population of Switzerland had increased since
guests with their rendering of charm1850 from 2 9 390,000 to 4,270,000 inhabitants, the
population in the towns alone has increased nearly ing folk songs and there was much
other good entertainment.
tenfold - from a total of only 154,000 to over
1,400,000. Moreover, a good half of the 19400,000 LONDON
GROUP
town people now live in only four cities, namely
The next meeting takes place on
in Zurich, which has 360,000, Basle with about
185,000, Berne with nearly 140,000 and Geneva with Tuesday, MAY 7TH. at 6.30 p.m. at the
Swan Hotel, Cosmo Place, Southampton
about as many inhabitants. Six other towns, the
Row, W.C.1. 9 when there will be two
largest of which is Lausanne have populations of
between 40,000 and 110,000. Zurich, in particular, displays - "SWISS CANTONALS" and
"SWISS SOLDIER STAMPS". Members are
has continued to grow
invited to bring some of their own
by incorporating more
and more suburbs and is album sheets relating to these two
subjects to enhance the display of
now one of the finest
the invited exhibits.
laid out cities in
Europe, with many great At the April meeting Mr. P.W.
Strat on gave a display of "SWIS
office buildings and
iO+io ro\F EDFRMT1O H F1VETW
fine flat courts in the FISCALS ",,of which not much is known
and even loss published, though they
centre and pleasant
provide a fascinating sideline for a
residential districts
A typical Swiss farmhouse in the Jura..
on the outskirts. Basle Swiss collection. Three main types
of the Fiscals can be classified as
Geneva, Lausanne and
also Berne, which has preserved much of its medie- "consular fiscals" (used for passport
val character in some of its parts, have also many fees etc.), cantonal fiscals (used
fine examples of most modern town architecture, yet for receipts, bills, contracts etc.)
none of these "big" Swiss cities come anywhere near and fiscals used by the communes (for
The
instance for Kurtax purposes).
that type of international metropolis which is to
stamps are of many designs, mostly
be found even in small countries, like Belgium or
incorportating cantonal arms, some
Holland. None has become so topheavy that it
resemble
Swiss postage stamps. Mr.
ceased to bear any proportion to the size of the
Stratton
mentioned
that there are
country, none has the dreary or slummy "working
more
than
20,000
face
different Swiss
class" areas, created by industrialization and
fiscals
known.
overcrowding. The industrialization of Switzerland
Mr.E.H.Spiro followed with a d ^!
took place without the growth of huge towns or the
play
of "SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY" cy
proletarianisation of the
showing
100 pages of old envelopes,
masses, and nowhere in
postcards,
wrappers, mandates - from
Switzerland one finds the
gloomy and smoky industrial
his 6 albums of this side-line collection, and a complete selection of
centres we know only too
well in the Midlands or
National Fete cards from 1910 on.
the North of England.
GROUP
The new conditions of
Y O R K S L L A N C S.
life and the new opportunThe next meeting on MAY 4th. at
ities they afford, are the
result of modern techniques
2.30 p.m. at 4, Park View, Heaton,
which have revolutionized
The Rhine harbour of Bradford will be the Annual General
production and means of
Meeting of the Group.
Basle is one of the
At the March meeting - to which
transport. With their help
most modern inland
the Swiss, in the struggle
some
members travelled from as far as
ports of Europe.
of a small country for a
40 miles (by rail, naturally!), Mr.
free existence, have been able to find some compenJ.NHighstedavmnifcet
display of AMBULANT, BAHNPOST and
sation for the poverty in natural resources in
their country. We have seen how the population of SHIP-LETTER items.
Marks were shown on pre-stamp
Switzerland has doubled in the course of one century without the slightest addition being made to
covers and on Swiss adhesive of all
Of particular interest
the territory of the Confederation. Yet Switzerperiods.
land was incapable of supporting even her former
were the marks of the old private
population out of her own resources and there was
railways, and ship letter marks
poverty and want a hundred years ago. Emigration - included the strikes of the Lake of
like in Scotland - was one solution in years passed Lucerne, Lake Como, the Zurich-See
and one of its forms was mercenary service by young and Lake Maggiore.
Swiss in the armies of foreign rulers and the Pope.
.

(to bn continued)
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PRO RP I RP"G TS

UNINSPIRING DESIGN FOR NEW RED CROSS CHARITY STAMPS

For the first time for almost half a century - with one exception in 19 3 6 - the
,wiss Post Office decided to revert to a uniform design for charity stamps.
The-Pro Patria set issued on June 1st, the National Fete Day, has four of its
values in a similar design, the difference of the values being distinguished merely by
colour.
It is a retrograde step and a decision which is neither worthy of the world-famous
high standard of Swiss printing in general and stamp production in particular, nor one
that will please collectors - mainly for whom such charity stamps are issued - nor
enhance sales.
The P.T.T. did not indicate the reasons for this decision, which might have been
prompted be wrongly applied economy. Any savings achieved cannot be substantial.
The four stamps are still printed in three colours, with the uninspiringly liveless
figures representing (in the words of the P.T.T.) "charitableness", printed in grey
or brown, and a frugal white square with a Red Cross making the stamps looking like
labels of the Christmas Seal sort.
By issuing these uniform stamps, the P.T.T. deprived some Swiss artists the
opportunity to prove their ability to apply modern art to stamp designs, and this
alone makes it regrettable.
The PRO PATRIA 1957 series consists
The stamp size is the usual one for Pro
Patria series - 29 by 24 millimetres. and the
as usual, of five values:size of the picture is 26 by 21 millimetres.
5 + 5 c. grey and red (the design consists of two shields,one with
The surtax will go this year to three
the Cross of the Confederation charities. The Swiss Red Cross is to receive
the other with the Red Cross)
90 p.c., part of the revenue is to be used
10+10 c. green figures in lilac-grey)
for the encouragement of nursing and for the
20+10 c. rod figures in grey
Swiss National Cancer League, which works in
30+10 c. brown figures in grey
close contact with the Swiss Red Cross. The
40+10 c. blue (figures in brown)
remaining 10 p.c. will be used for a fund
set up to re-settle blind persons and to
The 5c. value was designed by Eugen
"integrate them into the national economy".
and Max Lenz, of Zurich, engraved by
Albert Yersin, and printed by the
The Swiss National Fete Committee issued
P.T.T. Printing Works.
a special envelope with an embossed vignette,
on sale at the Philatelic Agency (when stamps
The other four values are the work
are
ordered cancelled on envelope) at 20c.
of the late Pierre Gauchat and Karl
each.
The Special Postmark, designed by
Mannhart. They are printed in rotoEmil
Holtz,
was applied on June 1st on all
photogravure by Courvoisier.
stamps ordered from the Philatelic Agency on
The 50. stamp is printed on white
cover or cancelled loose.
line-engraving paper in two sheets of
The new Pro Patria set will be valid until
50 each per cylinder (numbered 1 and 2);
the other four values on white slightly December 31st 1957, but sold at post offices
only between June 1st and August 31st, and by
coated granite paper (with ad-mixture
the Philatelic Agency until September 14th,
of red and blue fibres) in two sheets
of 50 each per cylinder (marked A and B) 1957.
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THE 67TH SWISS PHILATELIC CONGRESS
takes place this year on June 15 and 16 at
the famous resort of Brunnen on the shores
of the Lake of Lucerne. The host is the
Philatelic Society of Schwyz and accommodation for delegates and visitors has been
reserved in 30 hotels, as the organisers
expect a record attendance. Apart from
the usual business part, during which
papers will be read and discussions held,
Congress will also include an Exhibition
at the Hotel Adler, where there will be
also a Bourse with many well-known Swiss
dealers participating.
The Congress Committee is issuing a
special Postcard with a picture of the
Mythen in the background and of Brunnen in
the Forefront, taken from the design of
the 3 F. stamp of 1914 (Zum.No.129). The
posteard can be ordered from Herr K.Kaelin,
Uhrmacher, Schwyz. Its price is 25c. (and
of course the postage - 15c. - must be
added). Postcards posted on the two days
will be cancelled with a special postmark
issued by the P.T.T. which shows a picture
of the Militia-man Monument in Schwyz and
the inscription "67.SCHWEIZERISCHER PHILAT.ELISTEN KONGRESS - SCHWYZ-BRUNNEN-15/16
JUNI 1957". An Automobile Post Office will
be in service in front of the meeting hall.
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PAPER VARIETY OF TELL 20c. 1ZUM.No.174z2
was recently discovered by a Swiss collector.
He reports about it in the "Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung". The paper shows much longer
blue and red fibres than the normal issue,
reminiscent of the difference in th Olympic
Games stamps of 1944 (St.Moritz), which are
o6talogues with short and long fibres.
It appears that part of the Tell 20c stamp
issue on grilled paper was printed on paper
with these much longer fibres, but this has
so far escaped notice. Zumsteins state that
they intend to include the paper variety in
their next issue of the Special catalogue.
FOR THE FIRST FLIGHT OF SWISSAIR TO S.AMERICA
which recently took place between Zurich and
Geneva and Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro,
no special postmark was issued by the P.T.T.
- in contrast with the first flight to Tokiobut the Brazilian post office applied a
special arrival mark showing the emblem of
Swissair.
BERNE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM will exhibit
during June and July a philatelic show comprising "thematic postage stamps" depict
designs of animals,birds,fishes etc.
The
exhibition is organised by the Swiss Motiv Stamp Collectors Society and a number of
animal-stamp collectors from Germany,Sweden,
and Denmark sent sheets from their "zoo" ,
coletins.
FORGED POSTMARKS ON P.J. and N.F. STAMPS
.

This year, to offset the shorter (five weeks were recently discovered by the Expert
c Committee of the Federation of Swiss Philonly) period, the
atelic Societies. The forged post-marks,
always applied in one of the corners only.
are of "Zurich 3" and 'Morges" and so far
SW IS S
Pro Juventute and National Fete stamps of
the following issues were found with the
forged cancellations: Pro Juventute Nos.
4,7,10,13,15,16,20,24,28,32,36,40,44 9 48,
52,60980,84,88,92,96,108,116,120,128 4 32,
It applies to all prices in our 1955/57
136,137 and 141; Nat.Fete Nos. 5c,6,_Y
Most of these stamps are the top value. of
Catalogue* and also to the Approval Service
P.J. sets and some-though only slightly
IF YOUR ORDER REACHES US BETWEEN
higher catalogued than mint items-are
JUNE 15-th and AUGUST 6-th
difficult to come by fine used. Hence the
forger's handiwork.
122 p.c. EQUALS A SAVING OF 2/6d IN THE ' £ !
HOLIDAYMAKERS IN SWITZERLAND may like to
know that most Swiss P.S. welcome British
Forestall the usual price increases in
visitors to their bourses and exchange
the autumn by filling gaps not only at
meetings (where often first-class bargains
present prices but much below them !
can be picked up). Apart from the regular
meetings in Zurich mentioned in the March
PLEASE order early - the vastly increased
issue of the "News Letter" there are many
volume of overseas orders near the end
more, such as in BASLE (every Sunday
of the Discount Period causes delays,
10.30 to 12 at the Restaurant Greifen,
and our office will close for summer
Greifengasse 21); GENEVA (every Sunday holidays from August 16th for two weeks
10.30 to 12 and every Friday 8p.m.to llpm.
We shall strive to execute all orders
at the Union Philatelique, rue Corratèrie
before then.
19, first floor); CHUR (every first and
1955 BASIC 64-page Edition: 4/- 4d.post:
third Tuesday and Sunday morning at the
1957 SUPPLEMENT (16 pages): 2/6d 3a.post:
Braustube Untertor) and LUGANO (every
Friday from 8.30p.m. on at Cafe Olimpia.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR
If you visit any of these towns this
L T D
summer go to these meetings and meet Swiss
collectors. You can be sure of a friendly
27 WESTBURY ROAD, WOODSIDE PARK
welcome.
N. 12.
LONDON.
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LAURENCE
Postmarks on purely private letters
are, however, fairly rare. There is more
material surviving, which bears either
official postal or other government
markings.
All the Central Government departments
were in Lucerne (after a few months in
Aarau),, and the volume of official correspondence grew at such a rate that by
September 1798 it was found expedient to
hand all letters to the Central Post
Office for sorting and forwarding.

SOME CENTRAL POST OFFICE MARKINGS
These letters bear the postmark of the
Central Post Bureau, often in addition to
the departmental frank stamp. The first
Lucerne mark is an upright oval in red, .
with the legend "HELVET. REPUBL. CENTRAL
POST BUREAU" and the letters "E" and "V"
in the centre. The "E" is an abbreviation for "Eingegangen" and the "V" for
"Versandt" - the respective dates of
Arrival and Despatch to be filled in.
From February to May 1799 a vermilion
ink was used.
The Government of the Helvetic Republic moved to Berne in 1799. The Central
Post Bureau went too, and apparently took
with them the same handstamp, but now
being applied with an ink in blood-red
i t ead of vermilion. Later a black ink
was used, and from December 1799 a new
stamp with a larger oval and "ADMINIST"
instead:of "BUREAU" was used (see the
illustration on right). This stamp also
bore a posthorn and is known in black and
red.
In 1802 Berne used a black straight
two-line mark BUREAU CENTRAL
DES POSTES
This mark is rare.
As bureaucracy seeped into the
country's economy, there were innumerable
administrations and organisations claiming free postage. Permission was given to
various Government and Cantonal Departments td prepare their own frank stamps
"which must bear the name of the authority with a seal or other device. .
Then was released a flood of artistic
and political fervour expressed in the
form of hand stamps. There were cachets
of rectangular form, triangles, ovals
and every geometrical shape

MOORE, M.B.E.

(Continued)
Artists, engravers and medallists were
engaged and apparently given a free hand. Some
stamps were simple and
modest, merely giving
the title of the
authority, but most
of them incorporated
some revolutionary
emblem.
The "Tree of
Liberty" was much used
(often with William
Tell and son, complete
with arrow and apple).
Revolutionary
fasces, caps of
Liberty, the Book of
the Law -- every
possible device was used, either on the frank
stamp or on the dry embossed seals, which
constitute an interesting sideline of collecting postal items of the Helvetic Republic.

SOME OF THE MARKS ISSUED BY GOVERNMENT
AND CANTONAL DEPARTMENTS.
Chamber of Administration of the Canton of
Basle (left), Chamber of Administration of the
Canton of Zurich (centre), Chamber of Administration of the Canton of Lugano (right).
The printed letter headings themselves are
well worth showing as these demonstrate the
same flamboyance of symbol and allegory.
Language is French, German or Italian, accord
ing to the canton concerned. One known heading shows 'La Liberte' (France) consoling
Tell Junior, and accepting the apple from him
One interesting point in these old letters is
the apparent insistence on the use of the
Republican Calendar - created by the French
Revolution - by certain officials, and its
utter disregard by some of the Burgomasters
and other officials. Even the form of
address "Citoyent" appears to lose its romant
icism when translated merely "Burger!"
By the act of Mediation of 1803, Napoleon
restored to the cantons their original
sovereignty. A kind of Governor General in
the person of "Le Landamman de la Suisse" was
appointed as supreme authority (his frank
stamp depicted below is desirable), and he
attempted for a short time to continue the
national postal system.

J1iwn rnan 2e fait',

(To be concluded )
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FRINK sirmpS & LABELS
(Continued)

tiat

Over the years there were many changes in
the "licensing" of the hospitals, mental homes,
old age institutions, sanatoria etc. entitled
to use the Frank stamps, and many of the numerals were for varied periods in obeyance or
were withdrawn altogether.
Between 1911 and 1925 the numerals were
small and printed in black, but on occasion a
bluish-black ink was used and these overprints
are regarded as "varieties". Other varieties
are "shifted overprints", displaced to the
right or left On the stamps or printed outside
the design an the margin.
In 1925 a re-organisation of the allocation
took place and the numbers were arranged
according to the 8 postal districts. From the
let January 1926, simultaneously with the new
distribution arrangements the overprint was
also changed, the numbers being larger now and
printed more heavily.
The allocation was as follows: Post District
I: Nos.1--130, II: Nos.131-310, III: 311 to 430,
IV: 431 to 550, V: Nos.551 to 730, VI: Nos.731
to 890, VII: 891 to 1050, and VIII: Nos.1051 to
1190.
owes its name to Saint Gallus, an Irish
Of the 1926 issue with the larger numerals only three values, the 5. 10 and 20c. monk, who founded an abbey there in the 7th
century. He was a disciple of St.Columbanus
appeared, and they were current only for
about one year.
(the great Christian missionary, born at
In 1927 a further change was made, the
Leinster about the middle of the 6th century,
overprint was now applied in larger "block" who converted the Allemans). St.Gallus
worked as a missionary in Burgundy, later
numerals of a thinner appearance than
came to Switzerland and became a hermit in a
hitherto. Again only three values, as in
1926, were issued.
forest on the shores of the Lake Constance,
This issue was current until 1935, when later establishing the monastery and abbey,
the design was altered and different port- around which the town named after him grew
raits used for the 5c., 10c. and 20c.value up. In the Middle Ages St. Gall was a seat
which also appeared in the now usual U.P.U. of learning whose influence was felt throughcolours. The green 5c. depicted a Protest- out the territory north of the Alps.
The present monastery was erected in 1614 on
ant Diaconese nurse, the violet 10c. a
Roman Catholic nun of the Ingebohl nursing the foundations of the cell of St.Othmar /
wholiketrmany ed,sucha
order, while the red 20c. value showed the
Balbulus, Tuotilo and Ekkehard - was a monk
portrait of Professor Henri Dunant, the
founder of the Red Cross.
at the ancient abbey. The monastery library
is famed for the wealth of its old books and
These stamps were designed and engraved illuminated manuscripts, which include the
original parts of the Nibelungen and Parsifby Karl Bickel and printed by the P.T.T.
printery. Because of the demand by collect al saga. Another famous library is the
"Vadiana", named after a local reformer.
-ors, part of the production was made
Among beautiful old patrician houses of the
without numerals and sold unused or can16th and 17th centuries is the "Kaufhaus".
celled to order by the Philatelic Agency.
In the cathedral there are magnificently
For real postal requirements by the instcarved stalls, many statues and wrought-iron
itutions entitled, the stamps continued
work.
to bear the numeral overprints.
Today, St. Gall is a thriving town with
Of this final issue the first printings
beautifully
laid out modern residential
and
1942
were
made
on
grilled
between 1935
quarters
on
the
hillside. - Rosenberg and
onwards
smooth
paper,while from 1943
Freudenberg.
From
the latter there is a fine
chalk-surfaced paper was used.
view of the Lake of Constance.
There is one "rarity" of the Frank
stamps wart/1 mentioning. It is Zum.No.12z, Industrially and commercially the town is
world famous for its embroidery, a very
a 10c. value of the 1927 issue, which was
specially printed on grilled paper for the ancient local homecraft, the origin of which
NABA Stamp exhibition in 1934 and sold be- can be traced to Milan craftsmen who settled
St. Gall laces and
here in 1245.
tween September 29 and October 7, 1934 at
embroideries are in demand in all fashion
the Exhibition P.O. Twenty-one thousand
centres of the world.
copies with numerals were thus'sold and
copies
without
overprint.
Most
of
5,5 00
them were cancelled to order,and the mint
copies are much rarer, catalogued up to

rU
didfigioUr

St. GALL
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF TRAIN AND
SHIP CANCFTJ1ATIQNS
By E.H. SPIRO 9 R.P.S.,L.
(Continued)

5
SWISS E U R O P A STAMPS
saaaasassasaaeaaaaaaaaa::aaaasa:;a:a:
WILL BE ISSUED ON JULY 15th
TWO VALUES - 25 and 40 C.

Shortly before going to press we
learn from our Berne correspondent
that the P.T.T. is going to issue two
postage stamps "emphasizing the idea
of closer European unity and collaboration". Several European countries
are issuing such stamps in similar
design, but Switzerland has decided
to have its separate design. It shows
seven ropes being wound into a strong
coil - the symbol of unity.
The design is by Werner Weiskoenig
and was engraved by Heinrich Heusser.
On the left between the seven ropes
are the letters E-U-R-O-P-A, in the
lower right corner the word HELVETIA
and in the top right corner the value
- 25c.(in red) and 40c.(in blue).
The simple design is effective and
reflects well the purpose. The stamps
will be sold at all post offices from
July 15th onwards in place of ordinary postage stamps of the same value,
until further notice. They are in the
usual size and printed on white
smooth paper in sheets of 50 by the
P.T.T. printing works. The Philatelic
Agency will apply the usual first day
postmarks on the day of issue.

We shall return later to the subject of equipment
of the train post offices and consider in more de
tail the enormous progress made over the last fifty
years. For the moment, however, we must turn to the
philatelic subject of the cancellations of the
early ambulant post offices.
Soon after the introduction of the first Train
P.O. in 1857 the Post Direction issued the first
hand postmarks. For about six years all these postmarks wore single circle cancellations bearing
either the inscription "SCHWEIZ.BAHNPOST" or
"BAHNPOST", with either the addition of the name of
the railway company which -at first- owned and ran
the postal waggons, or with the
description of the line on which
the travelling post office was
used. In the upper tart of the
circle there was also, as a rule ,
the number of the train mentioned, for instance "Z.10", the "Z"
NORTH-EAST
standing for "Zug", the German
RAILWAY
word for train. Below it was the
date, day, month and year, but no
hour, of cancellation.
The North-East Railway net, which included the
very first line between Zurich and Baden, opened in
1847, also provided the connections between Zurich
and St.Gall, Zurich and Aarau and later St.Gall and
Chu'', quickly expanding westwards to Berne, with
the opening of the Aarau-Berne link.
description "train" in an abbreviated
manner in the French language, the
"T" instead of the "Z"
stands for"train", though
the "BP" for Bahnpost and
the "BA" for "Briefannahme" (Letter collection)
remain even in the French
The St.Gall-Chun service was run in co-operation
speaking areas in German,
with another private railway company, the
only to be replaced by
Rhaetische Bahn, which is still one of the very
"Amb" (for "Ambulant") in
few companies not absorbed by the State into the
the early Sixties.
nationalised Federal Railways.
Double circle postmarks with or
A few years after the introduction of the first without bridge were not introduced
travelling post offices in the North-East, Western until 1862. The Handbook of Swiss
Switzerland followed suit on local lines and in
Cancellations provides a comprehensive
1860 we encounter the first ambulant postmarks on
list of the early marks.
routes between Geneva and Lausanne and Neuchatel,
with link-ups to the frontier post-offices at
(To be continued)
Pontallier and Valorbe. These postmarks have the
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PRE-STAMP - SILK THREAD - FIRST DAY AMBULANT POSTMARK FIRST FLIGHT
SOLDIER Covers Etc.

I will be pleased to send APPROVAL SELECTIONS of the above to any Member.
SPECIAL OFFER s Airmail variety, Zum.No.20, 10 c. on 15 e.
INVERTED OVERPRINT, mint . . . . . .1 105
WANTS LISTS WELCOME
APPROVAL SELECTIONS OF MANY ISSUES
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ALL ABOUT SWITZERLAND
(Continued)
The young Swiss emigrated in masses to serve
as mercenaries in foreign armies until the
practice was forbidden. No Swiss must now join
a foreign army - with the exception of the purely ceremonial Swiss Guard at the Vatican and
special permission must be obtained also for
this service, lest the Swiss volunteer may lose
his citizenship. But from the 15th to the 19th
centuries about 2,000,000 Swiss served in many
European armies, forming their own regiments
and at one time there was even an English regiment composed of Swiss under the command of
Colonel de Watteville - whose descendants settled down in this country (one of whom is
Lt.Colonel H.de Watteville, C.B.E., a past
president of the Helvetia P.S.)
But if the Swiss for a long time exported
their young and able-bodied men, theynow export
in growing measure, their high quality goods.
Industrialization began as early as in the
36th century and continued till, by the end of
the 18th century,Switzerland was,relatively
speaking, perhaps the most highly industrialised
country on the continent of Europe. We have a
famous authority for this in Goethe - the great
German writer and poet - who described in his
famous Swiss travel notes how cotton was brought
over the Alps nearly 200 years ago into Eastern
Switzerland to be spun and woven in the new
established mills.
Indeed, the cotton industry was founded in
Switzerland earlier than in England, the silk
industry earlier than in Lyons, and the textile
industry earlier than in Saxony and Westphalia.
In the 18th century more than 1,600,000 Swiss
men and women were working in the textile and
the already flourishing watch making industries,
and most of the goods produced were exported.
Today, out of every thousand Swiss nearly 500
are engaged in industrial labour and manual
trades. The census of 1888 already showed that
414 out of every thousand were thus employed.
Only Great Britain and Belgium show still higher
figures in these groups than Switzerland. These
two countries, however, possess a big coal
Mining industry, which goes to increase the
total of industrial employment.
The counterpart to this high _proportion of
population working in industry is the small number engaged in agriculture. At the last census
about 217 per 1000 were employed in. agriculture
and forestry, while in 1888 the figure was still
377 Thus Switzerland has, after Britain the
smallest agricultural population.
The other groupings of the population further
characterize Switzerland as an industrial
country and prove that the general belief that
Switzerland is almost entirely a "tourists'
country" with most of its people earning their
livelihood from foreign visitors, is a fallacy.
Commerce, banking and insurance account for
nearly 98 per 1000, or about one tenth of the
population, 57 per 1000 work in professions or
are employed by the Federal and Cantonal administration, 44 per 1000 are engaged in transport,
while the figure of employment in the hotel and
catering trades is 48 per 1000.
•
(To be continued)
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FRON 771E eOMMITrEE
HON. SECRETARY'S HOLIDAY
Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley will be on holiday
from June 25th until July 15th,spending
her well deserved rest in-of courseSwitzerland. She will be unable,therefore, to deal with correspondence during her absence and there may be a
short delay in replying to letters and
in dealing with Library matters after
her return in the middle of next month,
when she will have to cope with the
back-log.
Our Hon.Treasurer, Mr.A.J.Harding
has just returned from a short stay in
Switzerland, part of which he spent in
Graubuenden.
LONDON
GROUP
000000 â ö °o a 0 ö é â ö ö 0 0 0 s s ö ö e 0 0 0. 0 0 O ö ö °o $ 0
The final meeting of the present season
took place on Tuesday,June 4th and , was
devoted to "Swiss Thematics". Mrs.E.J.
Rawnsley and Mr.E.H.Spiro displayéd
interesting "sidelines" showing Swis
heraldics (which Mrs.Rawnsley embel;
ed with excellent watercolour paintings
and annotated with erudite historical
comments) and Cos times and Natural
History on Swiss stamps. In the ensuing
discussion members agreed that though
thematic collecting is often looked
down it has certainly its place in
philately and provides often far more
interesting research than the "scientific philately" which more often consists of a dreary hunt after quarterperf s . and fly-specks.
The May meeting was in two parts.
The first dealt with "Cantonais" and
Mr.E.Shurly's excellent lecture on the
Zurich 4 and 6 Rappen issue was read,.;, .
in conjunction with large scale drawings showing the component parts of
these stamps. Mr.L.H.Osborn display
some fine Geneva 'Large' and 'Small
Eagles', examples of the Basle Dove and
Vaud. These were followed by some
superb 'Ortspost' and 'Poste Locale'
issues.
The second part of the display, in
complete contrast, was devoted to the
"Soldier Stamps". Mrs.Rawnsley showed
some 50 sheets,and was followed by Mr.
V.Gonville, who displayed issues of
the First World War.
An interesting programme for the
1957f58 season, which will start in
September, is already being prepared
and will include "10-minute displays",
auctions and at least one bourse and
exchange evening.
G-R 0 U P
Y O R K S/ L A N C S
8>ssssssssssssssssosss8ssnsssssssss
The Annual General Meeting of the
Group was held on May 4th. At the
moment this issue of the "News Letter"
goes to press no report was received
and we shall report about the meeting
in our next issue.
.
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AND A DEFINITE ISSUE FOR WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION - IN SEPTEMBER
The International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union will have it own postage stamps
pr Axdbythe Swiss P.T.T. As the postal service for the Berne headquarters of the
U.P.U. is being carried out by the Swiss postal authorities, the stamps - though strictly
speaking an issue for the exclusive use of the U.P.U. - must be regarded as Swiss "service stamps". They will bear, therefore, the inscription "HELVETIA" in addition to
"UNION POST.LE UNIVERSELLE". In this they differ from the United Nations stamps in use
by the offices of that organisation in New York.
Another short set of Swiss service stamps is added to the existing issues for the
international agencies affiliated to the United Nations. It is for the World Health
Organisation, replacing the present overprinted Swiss stamps, which will be withdrawn.
Both sets will appear on September 16th, 1957.
The U.P.U. issue will comprise the following
A special First Day postmark is to be issvalues:
ued on September 16th, showing the build5c. grey, 10c. green, 20c. red, 40c. blue
ing of the U.P.U. headquarters in the
60 c. brown and 2 frs. purple.
centre, with the date above it, and the
inscription "BERN 15" at the top, and
The 50., 400., and 2f. values show, in add"UNION POSTALE UNIVERSELLE - WELT POSTVERition to the inscriptions mentioned, the
EIN"
in a single circle.
MaLup.ent of the U.P.U. in Berne, already
fa.. liar to us from the design of the 10c.
The new definitive set for the WORLD
value of the 1949 U.P.U. Jubilee issue (Zum.
HEALTH ORGANISATION will comprise the same
No.294). The design is again by Hans Thooni,
six values in similar colours.
but does not present an improvement on his
The design of the set is uniform, showing
1949 effort.
in the centre a globe, flanked by a wreath
The 10c., 20c. and 60c. depict the sculpture
of laurel leaves. Super-imposed on the
on the wall of the U.P.U. building in the
globe
is the staff of Aoscalapus 9 the
Schlosshalde in Berne, representing Pegasus,
time-honoured
emblem of medicine - and the
the legendary winged horse. This design is
whole design - by Hans Thoeni again - is
by Eric Poncy. Both designs were engraved
hackneyed and pedestrian.
by Karl Bickel.
Printing, paper and sheet arrangement is
The size is the usual 29 by 24 millimetres,
similar to the U.P.U. issue.
(picture size 26 by 21 mm.). The set is
A special postmark - again with the mediprinted by the P.T.T. Printing Office in
cal emblem, flanked by "1948 - 1957" (1948
rotary line-engraved process, on white paper
is the date of the establishment of the
in two sheets per cylinder, each of.50
World Health Organisation), the date above
stamps, numbered 1 and 2.
it, the inscription "ORGANISATION MONDIALE
As the stamps are official service stamps to
DE LA SANTE" at the top and "GENEVE" below
be used only for the U.P.U. mail, they will
- will be applied by the post office
not be on sale at Swiss post offices, but
Geneve 10 (the building of the United
Will be available to collectors from the
Nations) from September 16th until DecemPhilatelic Agency of the P.T.T. in Berne.
ber 31st. 1957.
The Post office Berne 15 Schlosshalde,which
The overprinted "Sante" set will be
serves mainly the U.P.U. headquarters will
demonetized on 30th April, 1958.
be renamed from September 16th "BERN 15
WELT-POSTVEREIN".

By
JACK

BEKEN

(Honorary Secretary,Liechtenstein Study Circle
On the 1st February, 1921,the Liechtenstein
Post was transferred from Austrian to Swiss
administration, and Swiss currency introduced
in the Principality. Pending the arrival of a
complete series of Liechtenstein stamps in
Rappen and Francs currency, Swiss postage
stamps were used in Liechtenstein from 1st of
February until 30th of September 1921. It will
be appreciated from this short period of usage
that Swiss stamps with Liechtenstein cancellations are scarce and much sought after by
Swiss and Liechtenstein collectors.
In the
hope that fellow-collectors may have the opportunity of going through duplicates, the foll
owing Swiss issues are the ones on which to
concentrate : 1908, 1914, 1916 18- and 1921.
The postmarks to watch for areaBALZERS, ESCHEN, SCHAAN, TRIESEN, TRIESENBERG
and VADUZ.
.

-

-

'According to an official Swiss Postal notification, dated 6th Febraury 1922, the number of
Swiss postage stamps issued for use in Liechtenstein during the aforementioned period was
11,352.
With regard to Postage Due Labels, however,
as Liechtenstein did not issue her own postage
due stamps in Swiss currency until 12th April
1928, Swiss postage due stamps were employed
from 1st February 1921 until 11th April 1928.
The Swiss postage due stamps of 1910 (Zum.Nos
29-37) and 1924 (Zum.Nos.39-41 and 42 49 on
smooth paper) are those amongst which to search
for postmarks.
.

-

which can only work satisfactory
if backed by a superb stock like burs
(1) FILLING OF WANTS LISTS:
On the average we supply 99 stamps
out of every 100 you order -- AND
ONLY SUPERB QUALITY !
(2) THE APPROVAL SERVICE:
Ideal method to acquire out of the
way items, to browse at leisure and
pick the kind of copies you like.
OUR STOCK AND EXPERIENCE ARE AT
YOUR DISPOSAL.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
27 Westbury Road,
LONDON. N. 12.

are to be published on September 2nd.
The Zumstein Switzerland & Liechtenstein will be, as usually, an excerpt
from the Zumstein Europe Catalogue and
will cost 2s.6d. The Muller Semi-Specialised Switzerland and Liechtenstein
Catalogue has been once again enlarged
and is today the only existingSwitzerland Catalogue published every year
with such detailed and specialised text.
Weartoldhicnas t
1958 edition 970 illustrations, with
over 3,350 stamps listed and .with
10,150 price quotations. The price of
7/6 (post free) is extremely moderate.
Members who want to order the Muller
and/or the Zumstein through the Society
should send their orders, including the
remittance, at once to the Hon.Secretary, because the Society must place
their orders immediately.
TEE FIRST SddISS YOUTH STAMP RALLY
will be held on December 7th and 8th
at Langenthal. All 'juvenile' groups
of Swiss philatelic societies will be
represented and there will be a special
exhibition at which 'juvenile' members
are to participate.
SWISS AIRMAILS COLLECTORS MEET
on October 13th at the Zunfthaus zur
Waag in Zurich for an exhibition and
annual meeting, at which an airmails
exhibition will be held.
TI?E PIiYSTERY OF THE 50, 60 and 7Oc STATu^P S
of the Historic issue of 1941 is causing much controversy in Switzerland.
Though the stamps were officially ,withdrawn and were described as "sold t"
by the P.T.T., it leaked out recently
that the Philatelic Agency were still
selling them on "Collectors' Leaflets"
in mint condition to some lucky people
- at face! Considering that the three
stamps have become minor rarities and
are priced in the 1957 Zumstein at F 5:
6. and 3.50 respectively, the strange
methods of the P.T.T. have justifiably
come under fire. We shall report on
this case in more detail next month.
LESS OR MORE DRINK PROPAGANDA ?
A propaganda flag postmark issued recently by the Swiss Post Office reading
"MEHR VERANT 1ORTUNG - WENIGER ALKOHOL"
(More responibility, less alcohol) was
suddenly withdrawn, after Swiss wine
producers had lodged a strong protest
with the Federal government. Thus the
postmark may become quite a scarce one.
A NEW swiss STAMP ENGRAVER
is Herr Heinrich Heusser,of Zurich,who
was responsible for engraving the two
"Europe" stamps issued on July 15th.
The design of these stamps has met with
some criticism in Switzerland.
-
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By LAURENCE MOORE, M.B.E.

(Conclusion)

In addition to the marks of the 'Landamann de la Suisse'
many other regional governors had their own marks and
some of them are illustrated such as the frank stamp
of the Governor (Statthalter) of the Districts of
Biberist (left), of the Governor of the Canton Sentis
(right), the General Inspector of the District of
Baden, the French officials in charge of thé Cantonal
Government of Yverdon, and so on. The:French Ministry
of War and other offices also used their own frank
stamps.
Some Swiss territories were incorporated
into France. Porrentruy, Bienne, Delemont
and the Swiss Jura were linked up with the
adjoining French areas into the new
"Department du Mont-Terrible", although
later it became merely a sub-prefecture of
the "Department du Haut Rhin", the chief
town of which wasColmar.
tal material originating from Swiss
towns bearing postmarks of either of these
departments is admissible in a Swiss collection and is fairly scarce.
We illustrate some of these postmarks on
the next page.
Geneva, linked with
Bonneville and Thonan,
became the "Departement
du Leman", subject to
French laws and, of
course, to French postal
arrangements. Carrouge,
however, went into the
"Departement du Mont Blanc".

Most of these districts remained as part
of the Metropolitan France until the
collapse of Napoleon's regime, and, therefore, for a time were part of the French
Empire.
One entire in my collection, postmarked
127
SION
and dated 1812, is from the Prefet of the
Departement du Simplon, who has a "Chevalier de l'Empire et do la Legion d'Honneur"
printed on his official notepaper.
His successor, on another
letter head in 1813, calls
himself proudly "Comte de
l'Empire, Chambellan de
S.M.L'Empereur et Roi".

From a sequence of letters
in a family correspondence
I discovered that a Monsieur Stockalper in Brigue,
who earned the thanks of
the Republic for allowing
Valais, for a time a
FRANK STAMPS OF
the use of his house as a
Canton of the Helvetic
FRENCH GOVERNMENT OFFICES AND
(military?) hospital in
Republic, became for four
THE LANDAMANN (GOVERNOR
1801, was being addressed
yE
GENERAL)
from 1810, a French
in 1812 as a Baron and
"Departement du Simplon"
Counsellor at the Imperial
(see illustration at the
Court.
bottom of this page).
Following the Congress of Vienna in 1815
Versoix for some years was in the "Departall the territories annexed by France were
ement du Ain". These departement postmarks
restored. Postal arrangements reverted to
are straight line town names, preceded by
Cantonal control, and although again there
the number of the postal 'arrondissements',
was much talk of a nationas followss
al system, not until 1848
1. VERSOIX (Ain)
did the Swiss Federal
66. PORRENTRUY (Haut Rhin)
Postal Service come into
being.
87. PORRENTRUY (Mont-Terribl
It may be of some import99. GENEVE (Leman)
ance to point out the
84. CARROUGE (Mont-Blanc)
orthographical methods
observed on the many
127. SION (Simplon) etc.
FRANK STAMPS OF
postal markings during
FRENCH MIL ITARY AUTHORITIES
the Helvetic Republic.
Some of these marks
incorporate a "P.P."
I quote NYON as being
('Port Paye') usually
variously spelt.
with one "P." before
Throughout the period •
and one after the number,
covered here, spelling,
thus even officially, was
68
P.
P.
rather elastic, particDELLEMONT
ularly where the modified
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from Page 2.)
German vowels were involved. I have
'
official marks "WALDSTADTEN'! also
"WALDSTETTEN'!, Similarly I have "SANTIS'
and "SF,NTIS" r
Delmont appears sometimes with a
single and sometimes with a double '1'.
To make sure of a long 'a' in Baden, it
appears as-"BAADEN".

WINTERTHUR

.

SION nE^.^,VMOi^cx
POSTMARKS OF SWISS TOWNS INCORPORATED INTO THE FRENCH EMPIRE

SO11fF

Bibliography "Les Marques Postales
de la Suise, 1650-1850" by HenrioudWinkl er .
is world famous for its Diesels, locomotives,
spinning machines and all kind of high class
THE 67TH SWISS PHILATELIC CONGRESS
precision machinery ?
The town is the seventh-largest of Switzerheld on June 15 and 16 brought a very
large number of delegates from all Swiss land (after Zurich,Bale,Geneva,Berne,Lausanne
and St.Gall) and has at present about 65,000
Phil. Societies to Brunnen. One of the
important decisions taken was that cert- inhabitants. Its history goes back to Celtic
and Roman times, when it was known as Vitodur
ificates issued by the Expert Committee
um, the original site of which is now occupied
of the Swiss Phil. Association for
by Ober-Winterthur. In the Middle Ages the
stamps catalogues at over 500.-f. will
town belonged to the noble family of the
be signed in future by two experts.
Counts of Kybourg, which played an important
For the purpose of encouraging juvenile
part in Swiss history. Later it was taken
philately Congress voted a subsidy of
over by the Hapsbourgs, who granted it certain
1,500 frs. and the total revenue of the
privileges in 1264. Two centuries later, in
"Day of Stamp" will be devoted for the
1467, Winterthur was sold to the Free City of
same purpose. A banquet, an exhibition
a bourse and excursions enlivened the
Zurich and it still belongs to the Canton`
business proceedings.
Zurich. Though a large industrial centre
with many modern factories and well laid
out town centre with broad streets and large
SWISS
public and office buildings and fine shops,
Winterthur still has many ancient buildings.
GENEVA CENTENARY SHEET
°°°°1 5J- 11There is a magnificent parish church in early
hand late Gothic style. In the Romanesque
Cut-outs from GENEVA and ZURICH
sheets ...°° 26/- church of Ober-Winterthur are beautiful 14th
_ century frescoes. In the old town there are
PRO JUVENTUTE 1949 ..
°
Ai_
many examples of medieval architecture, part
PRO PATRIA 1952 .°°.°
°
°
icularly some fine patrician houses. The town
RAILWAY CENTENARY ....
g^6
is
situated on the river Eulach and at the
BASLE CENTENARY single cut-out °
RED
CROSS
special
flight
...
2/6
foot
of the Kybourgh which is crowned by the
1.939
ancient
castle, which was originally built in
1949 SPECIAL BOOKLET issued by the
the
11th
century. The castle houses the
P.T.T. to commemorate the Cent'Imperial
Room', where Rudolph von Hapsbourg
enary of the Federal Post,
once
kept
the
regalia of the German Empire.
Unique ..35/
From
the
castle
there is a fine view over the
Similar SPECIAL BOOKLET issued to
iAlps.
Another
old
castle outside the town is
commemorate the Centenary of
that
of
Wulfingen,
with beautifully panelled
Tellecommunications ..°......3O / 4
rooms.
The
people
of
Winterthur are reputed
PRO' PATRIA Mint set 1957 .°°°°°°°
4d
for
their
interest
in
art and music and there
EUROPE set Mint
are several important private art collections
and music festivals are held regularly.
J. S. ARMSTRON G,
Winterthur has, of course, also a philatelic
14 LOW LANE,
/history. During the transition period of 1850
la 22 Rp.stamp was issued for the 8th postal
MORECAMBE s:: LANCS.
district (Zum.No.l2), known as "Winterthur".
41no vain. dos
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF TRAIN AND SHIP CANCELLATIONS
By E.H. SPIRO, R.P.S.L.,
(Continued)

Early in the 1860s double circle train
cancellations made their appearance. We
can distinguish three main types of these
postmarks, as follows:

had two cancellation instruments, one "ChurZurich", the other "Zurich-Chur". But soon
the postal authorities decided to introduce
a more economical device,
providing instruments
which could be used for
both directions having
inscriptions such as
"SION-GENEVE-SION" or even
including three names,
when the train post was
re-loaded,for instance:
"BERNE-BIENNE-LAUSANNE".
Because the train postmarks were at first
provided by the various District Post
Directions (of which of the eight and later
eleven postal districts) there is a.great
variety in their appearance. Most of them
were made locally and some of the headpostmasters used their own taste or imagination. The Post Direction only stipulated
the size and the main features of the postmarks. On one or two occasions the postmarks have dotted or interrupted circle
lines, others have the town names in Italic
letters, some in Roman with, others without
serifs. The size of the figures in the
date inscriptions varies considerably.
Greater uniformity was achieved in 1870
when the train cancellations, in common
with ordinary postmarks, were changed by
adding a bridge for the date. These new
postmarks (Type 2) have almost always a
larger Cross of the Confederation in the
circle or oval in the lower part of the
double circle, at times reaching up to the
lower bridge line. (To be continued)

3
1 Double circle without bridge;
(2) Double circle with bridge reaching
the inner circle, and
(3) Double circle with bridge crossing
both circles i.e. reaching the
outer circle.
The-latter -types are almost invariably
sha y , ,aside the two segments.
Of the first type there are several subtypes. Most of them, and particularly the
earlier ones, boar only the inscriptions
of the start and destination of the line
within the circles, with the date and
train number inside the circle, the months
being indicated either in Roman figures or
abbreviated, such as "Oct." or "Jan."
Thus - "BASEL A OLTEN", the "a" strangely
enough being in French, instead of the
German "nach" (to) even in the Germanspeaking areas. The date and train number
is arranged thus:
15
26
DEC 65
XI 63
or
17
78
Son-/ostmarks, maybe because of the desir, 'to"avoid either French
or German indications, have
only a hyphen between the
town names, thus:
"NEUCHATEL PONTARLIER",
or "CHUR - ZURICH".
About 1865 the inscription
"BAHNPOST" or "AMB." or
"AMBULANT" was added ,to the
town names, for instance :
"BASEL-CONSTANZ BAHNPOST" or
"AMB. GENEVE-NEUCHATEL".
Many postmarks produced in
the later 1860s have also
the letter "Z" or "T" added
to the train number, possibly
because the number alone led
to confusion with the figure
indicating the year.
Most of the double circle
bridge-less train postmarks
have a small Cross of the
Confederation at the bottom
between the two circles. It
should be noted that, at
first, different postmarks
were used for each direction,
CO-OPERATION BETWEEN RAIL AND ROAD - POSTBAGS AND PARthus a train post office plyti.'.+,,,v,
f'b,,,„ nnA 711ri_nh
CELS ARE UNLOADED FROM A POST COACH TO A TRAIN POSTOFFIC
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COMMEMORATIVE STA1T FOR 250-th BIRTHDAY OF ML.THEL1ATICIAN LEONARD EULER

The 1957 Pro Juventute series will be
issued, as usual, on December 1 9 and will
e again comprise five values.
The lowest of them is commemorating the
250th birthday of the famous Swiss mathematician and physicist Leonard EULER, the
other four values continue the series of
insect design for the eighth successive
year. It is, however, rumoured in Berne
that this year's insects will be the last
ones and that from 1948 on the P.T.T. will
turn to other motifs for the Pro Juventute
issuee.Some may think that it's time too.
The 5+5 c. stamp is in the familiar
maroon colour. It shows Euler's half
profile in a powdered wig of his time and
rather ambitiously ( it will puzzle a
lot of people! ) one of his most important algebraic discoveries expressed in a
trigonometrical eauation(elp gb cos p +
1-sinep ).
Leonard. Euler was born in Basle on
4th April 1707. He was a child prodigy
and acquired the degree of a Magister,
at the ago of 15. Apart from mathematics
and science he studied. theology, medicine
and oriental languages and excelled in
each of these fields.

THE

His fame spread early and widely and in 1727 9
athegof20,waserdthcai
of Physics at the University of St.Petersbourg.
He remained in Russia until 1741 9 when he
accepted a call from King Frederick II of
Prussia and became a Professor of the Berlin
university and later director of the Prussian
Academy of Science. In 1766 he returned to
St. Petorsbourg, where soon afterwards ho
lost his sight. For 17 years, though completely
blind, he continued his research and published
several important books.He died on September
18th 1783 in St. Petersbourg.
The other values are as follows:
10+10 c. olive/brown/orange/yellow, shows a
'Postillion' butterfly;
20+10 c, bluish-red/dk.brown/yellow, a Magpie
moth;
30+10 c, brown/bluish-green/yellow green,
a Rose-beetle; and
40+10 c. blue/dk.brawn and light brown a
Red Underwing butterfly.
(V/e shall elaborate on the correct names and
Latin descriptions of these insects in the
next issue of the "Helvetia News Letter)
The 5+5 c. value is printed in recess on white
paper by the PTT Printing Vorks, all other
value in roto-photogravure by Courvoisier.
More details next month.

RNNuni „GEN RflMR H NC

will take place on TUESDAY, N 0 V E 2IB H R 5, 1957 (and NOT on OCTOBER 1st. 1957)
The Committee decided to postpone the date of the A.G.M. from October to November
because several officers, including the President, the Hon. Treasurer and the Hon. Exchange
Packet Superintendent will be away from London in October. The Statement of Accounts and
the Report of the Hon. Treasurer will, therefore, be enclosed with the November issue of
the "Holvetia News Letter", which will be published at the end of October.
The formal Notice and Agenda of the A.C.M. appear on Page 2 of this issue.
The OCTOBER Meeting of the London Group will ho devoted to a display of "STANDING HELVETIA"
issues, and all London members are invited to make a special effort to participate in the
display.
The ANNUAL HELVETIA SILVER CUP COEPETITION will take place at the DECELD3ili meeting of
the London Group.
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In accordance with the Society's Rules NOTICE is
hereby given that the

ANNUAL. GENEIALMEE-TINE

VARIETY DISCOVERED AFTER 15 YEARS
An interesting variety was discovered
will be held on TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5th, 1957 at
recently
by a Swiss collector, which has
6.45 p.m. prompt, at the SWAN RESTAURANT,
escaped
attention
for more than fifteen
Cosmo Place, Southampton Row, London, W. C. 1.
years.
It
is
the
Salvage
Campaign stamp
(Cosmo Place is a short walking distance from
of
1942,
the
10c.
brown/blue/red
in the
the Holborn-Kingsway Underground Station, buses
German
language
("DURCHHALTEN")
Zum.
No .
68, 77, 77a, 188 and 196 stop at Cosmo Place in
254,
S.G.
No,
427G.
The
variety
has
no
Southampton Row).
blue colour in the tablet. Careful
AGENDA
investigation by experts established
beyond doubt that the colour has not
(1) Minutes of the A.G.M. held on November 6th,'
been removed by chemical process and that
19 56 ;
the lack of it is quite genuine. We
(2) Matters arising from Minutes ;
understand from the P. T. T. that among
(3 President's Address;
printer's waste were actually several
(4} Report by the Hon. Secretary;
sheets, which escaped to be printed in
(5 Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of
either blue or red (the background of the
Accounts;
Cross and the value), but it was believed
(6) ELECTION of Officers and Members of the
that none of those waste items ever
Committee for 1957/5 8 ;
reached the post office counter. The
(7) Motions and Resolutions;
total issue of the German language stamp
(8) Any Other Business.
amounted to 11,520,000. The variety
NOMINATIONS
discovered is a used item and Swiss
dealers and collectors now hunt for
for the election of Officers and Members of the
copies, which may show a similar flaw.
Committee, viz. Chairman, Vice Chairman, Hon.
A SIMPLE WAY TO ASCERTAIN CONTROLMARKS
Secretary, Hon. Treasurer, Hon. Exchange Packet
Superintendent, Chairman of the Expert Committee
on the issues from 1882 to 1904 - which
Librarian, and (not exceeding) 12 Members of the
provides often much trouble in the
Committee, as well as for the office of Hon.
classification of the Standing Helvetia
Auditor, should be sent without delay to the Hon . and Cross and Figure issues, has been
Secretary, Mrs. E. J, RAWNSLEY, 32, Ethelbert
devised by our member, Mr. E. M. Hamilton,
Gardens, Ilford, Essex, and must reach her not
of Manchester. Here is his "gadget" ;
later than by the first post on November 4th ,
Cut a strip about 4 inch. by 2 inch of
1957.
hard paper or thin metal, tapered at one
Present holders of offices are as follows;
end to the exact width of Controlmark I
CHAIRMAN; Dr. F. H. Taylor, O.B.E., VICE-CHAIRMAN (wide) best seen on a perforated Sitting
Mr. P. Stratton, HON.SECRETARY; Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley, Helvetia stamp of 1862. If this guage
HON.TREASURER; Mr. A.J.Harding, HON. EXCHANGE
overlaps the width at its broadest, the
PACKET SUPERINTENDENT; Mr. J.H. Short, CHAIRMAN
Controlmark thus measured is Type II
OF THE EXPERT C0WITTEE; Mr. E. Shurly, LIBRA(narrow)
RIAN; Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley, HON. AUDITOR; Mr. L. H .
MANY "MODERN" SWISS STAMP I+IRKED UP
Osborn.
Committee Mombers; Messrs. L. Moore, M.B.E.
Both Zumstein and Muller 1958 catalogues
J. A. Eastwood and J.N. Highstod (Yorks-Lancs
show some substantial increases in the
Group); J. B. McKenzie (Scotland), P. Lauder
valuation of "modern" Swiss issues, par(West of England) and Tom Morgan (London Group)
ticularly the PAX set, the 100. Pro Juv.
There are at present 6 vacancies, and nomination s of 1915 (now mint F 17.50 or abt.f.1.10.0
are invited.
the 3 Rp. Landscape 1949 (up to F 1.-)
and
also most of the Miniature sheets.
RESOLUTIONS
We shall deal with the price increases
Any Member desiring to move a Resolution or
in the Swiss catalogues in the next issue
Motion at the A.G.I. must give NOTICE in writing, of the "News Letter".
enclosing the text of the Resolution or Motion,
to the Hon. Secretary, Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley,
THE 50. 60 and 70 C.HISTORICAL ISSUE
before the opening of the A.G.M.
controversy continues and we have postponed
an article about this matter until
After the business meeting, which is expected to
next month to deal with it in greater
last for about 30 to 45 minutes, there will be a
detail.
DISPLAY by Members of the London Group under the
title "MY RECENT ACQUISITIONS" and all Members
THE INTERN.STAMP DEALERS ASSOCIATION
are invited to contribute to this display.
holds its 1957 annual meeting at Basle
October 11 to 13, and the Swiss
E. J. Rawnsloy
Dr. F. H. Taylor *from
dealers have arranged a large inter-:
Chairman
Hon. Secretary.
national bourse.
.
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THE HISTORY OF TRAIN AND SHIP CANCELLATIONS
(Continued)
Bit E.H. SPIRO R.P.S.L.,

While it is impossible to enumerate in a
short study even only a part of the T. P. 0.
postmarks of each of the main periods, it may
help the beginner in this specialised field
if we mention some of the more frequently
encountered postmarks, leaving the rarer
aside.
Among the Typo 2 double,-circle with bridge
reaching the inner-circle marks the following
may be mentioned;
ZURICH-LUZERN-ZURICH; LUZ RN-ZURICHLUZERN; ZURICH-ROMANSHORN; LUZERNOLTEN-LUZERN; BERN-ROML.NSHORN and
ROMANSHORN-BRN; BASEL-OLTEN and
and
OLTEN-BASEL; LAUSANNE--BERN
BEN-LAUSANNE; ZURICH-CHUR and CHURZURICH; NEUCEI TEL-PONTid;LIfiR;
All these are, of course, the "small" postu.), 22 millimeters in diameter. The
Large" postmarks of a similar type but with
a diameter of 27 millimeters are of much more
recent origin, and did not make their appearance until 1910, among train postmarks,though
the ordinary post offices began to use them
some years earlier - the first being Basle 10
in 1905.
Whilé nearly all the "named" travelling
post - offices - that is those using postmarks
with the town names - had postmarks with the
Cross of the Confederation framed by a circle
(and in a few cases by an oval) s "unnamed"
postmarks bearing only the inscription
BAHNPOST or AMBULANT (or abbreviations such
as B.P. or Amb.) show the Cross without a
frame, mostly between the
route number (see illustration on the right). It
uld be noted that it
is the route number and
not the train number which
flanks. the Cross, thus "No
11", The train number
is after the date, thus (on the post mark
illustrated it is "1608".)
Whore the travelling post office ran on lines
crossing from one language area to another,we
find the inscriptions "BAHNPOST" and
"AMBULANT", one at the top the other at the
bottom cLf the inner circle, sometimes separated by stars. These German-French postmarks
do not have the Cross.
frz___
An instance of an old
"small" train postmark,
which combines the town
names of the routes BERNSCIrWARZTNBURG-BERN with thl
inscription BAHNPOST, is
shown on the left. It is
dated 13th December 1937
and must have been in use
for more than thirty years. It has the vertical hatch. lines of the old Type 2.
Of - Type 3 - with the bridge across the
whole postmarks, that is reaching to the outer
circle, there are again "small" and large
,.
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postmarks, but only comparatively few are
"named". Most train postmarks of this type
ar e "BAHNPOST" or "AMBULANT" ones, bearing
the number of the route in the lower part of
the double circle and the train number after
the date, exactly as in Type 2.
A "small"Type 3 postmark
is illustrated on the
right.
When on July 10, 1914
the Swiss Post Office
decided to change the
design of the cancelling instruments by
doing away with the
vertical hatch lines in the circle segments,
train postmarks were replaced only slowly.
Indeed until the present time one can encounter quite a number of the old type postmarks still in use - with hatch lines.
All this does not make collecting T.P.O.
postmarks easier but it certainly makes it
a most fascinating specialised sideline of
Swiss philately.
In subsequent instalments we shall deal
with train postmarks of more recent years
and also describe the enormous technical
progress of mail distribution and transport
by rail.
(To be continued)
3' 3X20223,2322

333'2
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5J11J3i'iJS -.13 Gi\J(
2fr. Historical double impression at 14/-mint
Durchhalten Underlined at 2/9d. mint.
30 cts Centenary Zum 293 Retouch at 15/-mint
Air Number 29 Double impression at 25/,mint
30 cts Railway Centenary Zum 279E variety
' missing telegraph pole ' at 25/- mint.
10 cts Railway Centenary blue grey shade
Zum 278A at 5/- mint.
1948 Olympics 20 cts error Q in St. Moritz
at 20/- used.
Zum 301 20cts 1949 Landscapes Die 1 at 6/6d.
used.
I CAN FORWARD APPROVAL SELECTIONS OF
THE FOLLOWING AT REASONABLE PRICES

PRO JUVENTUTE s NATIONAL eETE s MODERN
ISSUES s VARIETIES s FIRST DAY COVERS s
FIRST FLIGHT COVERS POSTAL STATIONERY s
PRE-STAMP COVERS s POSTMARKS s SILK THREADS s
SOLDinR STAMPS s INTTRNMENT COVERS s WANT
LISTS WELCOME
s
NLvv ISSUE SERVICE
J. S. ARMSTRONG
14
LOW
LANE u
MORECAMBE
LANCS.
sss
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FROM THE
COMMITTEE
One of the watchmaking's allied industries, that
of making the famous Swiss musical boxes, has gone
over to the manufacture of gramophones wireless
sets and similar apparatus. During recent years
the watchmaking, jewellery and musical instrument
industries employed more than 60,000 workers.
` The Swiss textile industry, being dependent on
the changes of fashion, has seen many vicissitudes.
The fame of the silk ribbon industry of Basle, like
that of the embroideries of Eastern Switzerland,
has declined, but in more recent years new possibilities have been opened up with the manufacture
of synthetic fibres.
Cotton spinning and weaving have about 350 factories with 1,6 million spindles, situated for the
most part in the cantons of St. Gall and Zurich.
With the exception of Britain, Switzerland is the
only country with a well-developed fancy-weaving
industry. While shappe silk and ribbon are mainly
produced at Basle, Zurich has become the centre for
silk fabrics. Eastern Switzerland still holds the
world monopoly in silk repp. The rayon industry
has its headquarters in Central and Eastern Switzerland.. The embroidery industry - which is to a
large degree a home industry - in St. Gall,
Appenzell and Thurgau still uses 850 shuttles and
950 hand machines.
The wool industry, which is the oldest textile
manufacturing industry in Switzerland, and strangely
enough older than that of England, operates more
than 230,000 spindles and about 3,000 looms. Thera
are about 900 hosiery mills employing more than
12,000 workers, while the Swiss linen industry,
which dates from the 14th century in the canton of
'Argau and Berne, employs about 3,000 people.
A very important part in the Swiss economy plays
the food industry, which employs more than 100,000
people. Some of its specialised products enjoy
world fame, and it is only necessary to mention a
few names - Nestle, Maggi or Ovaltine. Swiss processed cheeses, chocolate, condensed milk, and patent and preserved foods are in demand all the world
over.
(To be Continued
)

which can only work satisfactory
if backed by a superb stock like ours
(1) FILLING OF WANTS LISTS:
On the average we supply 99 stamps
out of every 100 you order -- AND
ONLY SUPERB QUALITY I
(2) THE APPROVAL SERVICE:
Ideal method to acquire out of the
way items, to browse at leisure and
pick the kind of copies you like.
OUR STOCK AND EE'XPERIENCE ARE AT
YOUR DISPOSAL.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
27 Westbury Road,
LONDON. N. 12.

ORDERS FOR
ZUMSTEIN & MUIR CATALOGUES
Owing to insufficient number of
orders received up to now, the Hon.
Secretary regrets that deliveries' of
these catalogues can not be executed
by the Society. Postage for parcels
from Switzerland, Customs clearance
fee etc, are so high that it does not
pay to place small orders with the
publishers, because the price of the
catalogues would be increased beyond
all proportion. Members who desire
these catalogues are advised to place
their orders either direct with the
publishers or with Harris tublicat
ions Ltd., 27, Maiden Lane, Strand,
London, W,C. 2. or The Amateur Collector Ltd., 27,, Westbury Road, London
N. 12.
-

^.

THIRD ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION
All members are invited to prepare
their entries, which will have to be
submitted by the end of November.
It is not always the "big stuff", the
rarities or specialised parts of a
collection which qualify for the Cup
award. On previous occasions the
prizes have gone to some "ordinary"
entries, which showed particular
enthusiasm, good presentation and
careful research. Neither should
members outside London. be discouraged.
Last year the Cup and the Runner's Up Prize went to "provincial" members
in Lancashire and Yorkshire.
YORICS/LANC S GROUP
The Group officers for the 1957/5 8
session are: Chairman: Lr.H.W.Robortshaw; Vice Chairman: iMr. J.N.Highsted;
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer: Mr. J.A.
Eastwood (Whinney Field House,, Skircoat Green Road, Halifax, Yorks.);
Hon. Librarians Mr. R. A. Hoyle; Hon.
Translator:Mr.Ulrich J. F. Gosling;
Hon. Copyist: Mr. J. Walker.
The meeting syllabus for 1957 is as
follows: Saturday, October 12th,
CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY ( Mr. Robertshaw);
Saturday, November 9th: COMPETITION;
Saturday, December 7th: AIR MAIL COVERS
(Mr. J. Walker). The programme for
1958 will be published in the "Helvetia
News Letter" in due course. One of the
great occasions will be a display of
Swiss Classics by Mr. Gysin, of Basle.
All meetings at the residence of Mr.
Highsted, 49 Park View Road, Heaton,
Bradford at 2.15 p.m.
EDITOR'S ABSENCE FROM LONDON Mr.Spiro
will'be absent from London from Sept.
28th until Oct. 14th, and any correspondence received •during this period
will be subject to delays.

Chairman:

NE

..... ^ •

Hon. Secretary:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,

..... •

DR. F.H. TAYLOR O.B.E.
17, Beiltrees Grove,
32, Ethelbert Gardens 9
London. S.W.16.
Ilford. Essex.

Interim Issue

••• •

•••• •

...

...

.

Hon. Treaburerg i Hon.Exchange Pkt,Suptsi
MR. A.J, HARDING,
MR. J.IL-M10RT,
31, Somerset Way, i 11 5, Peppard Road 9
- Reading: Cavershm.
Iver. Bucks.
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N 0 TICE
A, Contact with our Editor
h gig been lost - temporart is hoped, this interim
issue of the 'News Letter' has
been prepared to bridge the
gap.

It is regretted that we are
unable to provide further instalments of our serial articles on
this occasion, but will hope to
do so next time.
The Committee earnestly
appeal to you to support our
Annual Competition,full details
of which are given herewith, so
that we may have a worthy showing
to put before our Adjudicators.
E. J. RAWNSLEY
Hon. Secretary
...
.

THIRD

ANNUAL

CUP COMPETITION

will be held at the Swan Restaurant, Cosmo Place, London,
W.C.1. 1 on TUESDAY, 3rd December, 1957, at 6.45 p.m.
prompt.
The Adjudicators on this occasion will be Mr. Kenneth
Chapman, Editor of 'Stamp Collecting',Ltd., and Mr. H.L.
Katcher of Amateur Collector' Ltd. Both are well known
and we feel sure will deal very capably with their task.
All Members, particularly those residing outside
London, are invited to take part. All entries - will be
fully covered by insurance (without charge to the. entrants;
during the period from receipt by the Competition Organiser to the return of the entries to their owners.
Entries - which should be carefully packed and despatched by Registered Mail, must be in the hands of the
Competition Organiser, the Hon. Secretary of the Society,
Mrs E.J.Rawnsley, 32 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex
not later than SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30th, 1957.
In addition to the SILVER CUP to be awarded to the
winner of the Competition, a consolation prize will be
presented to the Runner-up.

RULES AND CONDITIONS FOR ENTRY
(1) The Competition shall be held annually at a date determined by the Committee of the
Helvetia Philatelic Society as a display of album leaves from collections of Swiss stamps
owned by members of the Society. The display shall be held at a meeting of the London Group
but shall be open to all Members of the Society wherever they reside.
(2) Competitors shall enter not less than SIX and not more than TEN sheets, comprising
any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special postage dues, official or any other issues,
miniature sheets, semi-postal issues (such as Hotel-, Soldier- and Airmail labels etc.),
entires, flown covers, postal stationery, issued in Switzerland and normally considered as
philatelic items in a collection.
(3) A JURY appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia Philatelic Society shall judge the
entries and award the HLLVETIA SILVER CUP to the owner of the entry which they shall select
as most worthy.
(4) Entries shall be judged by a system of points based under the following headings:
1. General philatelic interest
2. Originality (including research)... 25
25
Condition (catalogue value to
Writing-up
&
arrangement
•..
4.
25
3.
25
be ignored)
(5) The Helvetia Silver Cup awarded annually shall remain in the possession of the winner
for eleven months following the award, and then be returned to the Competition Organiser
named by the Committee. The Cup shall then be awarded to the next winner, but if the same
person wins three successive Annual Cup Competitions, the Cup shall become his or her property
and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next Competition.

WHO'S WHO

/ LANCS GROUP.

ON SWISS STAMPS

Members travelled up to 40 miles
for the first meeting of the session
COLONEL LUDWIG PPYFFER - 1 524 - 1594
in October,when the Chairman -Mr. H.
Was born in 1524 in Lucerne of vuealthy_parents_
W -.Röbértshaw - gave a display on
engaged in commerce. Entered the army and his regi'The Story of the St.Gotthar d RailOn account of
ment was famous for its discipline.
way, Well illustrated by maps and
his sincere and genuine piety Pfyffer was much"' el'ved a mass of technical data, the disby his officers, many' of whom paid their own expenses
play covered all stamps and postto be in his regiment. At the time of the Huguènpt
marks connected with the Gotthard
risings in France, when Swiss troops were much in
line, Mlr. Robertshaw also projected
demand, he and his regiment Covered the distance in
slides of his own photographing,
record time and forestalled an attempt to sieze the
many showing views depicted on the
King, for which he was rewarded. When he returned to
stamps. The display ended approphis- native Lucerne he was elected as chief magistrate
riately with pictures and the stamp
and led the town, and the whole of Catholic Switzerof the Melide dam which carries the
land, so. successfully that he was familiarly known as
line across. Lake Lugano on its way
the 'King of Switzerland'. The magnificent portrait
to Chiasso where it leaves Switzeron the 1 fr. Historical Issue is by an unknown artist
land.
.

.

JOHANN RUDOLF WI'TTSTEIN - ' Burgomeister Wettsteinl
During the Thirty Years' War (1616-1648) Swiss
neutrality was rewarded by the recognition of Independence secured at Munster, mainly by the efforts of the
Burgomeister of Basle, Johann Rudolf Wettstein. At
the great Peace Conference of Westphalia in 1648 he
was one of the Protestant mediators and as such was
very influential. After this Peace an attempt was
made by the. Emperor to bring Basle under the appelate
jurisdiction of the Imperial, Kammergewicht at Speyer,
and it was Wettstein's second great achievement to
bring about, with Catholic help, the abrogation of
this claim.

The Annual Competition of the
Group was held on 9th Nov.attracting
9 entries covering a wide range of
Swiss collecting. Judging,which was.
by popular vote,resulted as for -7 1st.prize-MRAHOYLEstudyof
tete-beche & se-tenant stamps.
2nd. prize -MR.L.MOORE - with an
entry on 'The Framing of the
Federal Cross'.
3rd. prize -MR.R.C.TYREMAN - with a
well arranged display of Pro
Juventute issues.
The January 11th meeting will
be on 'STRUBELIS' - Methods of
identification - by L. Moore.
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WILL BE AVAILABLE DURING DECEMBER.
we are able to satisfy public demand for a complete up-to-date edition BUT THIS CATALOGUE WILL HAVE TO SERVE FOR AT LEAST 2 YEARS.
Higher production costs make annual publication unpractical.
This year, more than ever, prices have risen and in spite of our extensive
(which always acts as a "shock absorber"), the following changes since our
Supplement have to be made

64 inside pages, containing 497 illustrations. .Several new features and revisions
Conversion table S,G. to our numbers also included.
NO SERIOUS COLLECTOR CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS INVALUABLE GUIDE
Order NOW from
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27, Westbury Road

,

London. N.12
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Some Comments on the 'CITO' Markings, Forerunners of the
Special Delivery Stamps.
Some interesting information regarding the methods employed by the early
posts are to be found in covers with 'cite' marks (pronounced 'cheeto'). Because of thei. r
relative scarcity and the somewhat meagre facts concerning these marks, there is still a
good deal of mystery surrounding them, and examples may be overlooked because of lack of
knowledge as to their significance.
The earliest known mention of the word Icito', in connection with speeding
up mail delivery, is in a decree of Gian Galeazzo Visconti (13 8 5-1402), the eighth in line
of the famous ruling house of Milan and most of Lombardy. Wealthy, powerful and a great
warrior, he set up an exceptional system of communications with his fighting forces.
Documents in the archives in Milan give evidence that this particular ruler gave the following instructions to his foot and mounted couriers;
"Note time of arrival and departure, get a receipt from officials at trans it stations and from addressees of the delivered mail and fly when on matters of great
importance e... stating hurry, hurry, huray, hurry, fastest ...." (The last five words
were, of course, cite', cito, cito, cito, citissimo).
A further decree by order of Duke Philip Maria Visconti between 1425 and
1427 stated;
"Let the letter be carried by the postal horseman (mounted courier) travelling day and night, not only fast, but like lightning, under penalty of one thousand
hangings. Hurry, hurry, hurry, hurry, hurry, hurry". ( The six 'hurries' were, of
course, six 'citos'). The decree was 'Mediolani' - (Latin for Milan) at 22 hours'.
It would thus appear that these marks may have come into use as early as
the turn of the 15th century, although the earliest known covers still in existence are
both dated 1462. One bears the inscription in Italian, which reads; 'Hurry, hurry, fly by
day and by night', and also a cross, a symbol often used on old covers to signify safe
carriage in the sight of the Lord. It is quite certain that the 'cito' mark was born because of the need for speed. By 1500 Duke Francesco Sforza had organised such an efficient
international postal service that his network extended through the rough mountain passes of
the Alps, across a 200 mile mail route from Milan to Innsbruck and a 420 mile mail route
from Milan to Worms in Western Germany. Sforza's couriers, with several relay stations
along the way to service them, could complete the run from Milan to Worms in 7 days. The
system was soon copied by other Italian duchies, all basing their speed on regularity
induced by the use of the 'cite' mark and the dire threat of hanging (indicated by the hand
drawn gallows on many of these letters) if the courier did not hurry. Trade with Central
Euralae resulted in the use of the Latin word 'cito' in the 16th and 17th centuries by other
Italian speaking peoples, for their is evidence that it was used by Austria, Hungary,
Germany, Denmark etc. It is even said to have been used in England before the advent of
the 'poste haste' markings. Jean Winkler, the Swiss postal historian, reports only one
cover from Switzerland (although he also states that 'cito' covers exist as late as into
the 19th century, but does not specify for which countries), and the purpose of these notes
is to acquaint members of these facts so that should any examples come to light they may be
duly recorded.
nre
Covers have been reported bearing from 2 - 20 'citos' and are
rre
110
usually found with one large ICI and many small 'itos'. Sometimes the word
110
'citissimo' meaning 'faster' or 'fastest' is included. Other interesting marks
1
are found, such as the 'gallows', generally accepted as being a warning to the
11
courier that he would be hanged if the letter were not delivered
safely : although it is possible it may also have served as a warning to
other people not to interfere with such letters or the courier's journey to
his destination.
Triangular marks, known as festafettet marks representing stirrups and
said to indicate a change of horses, are frequently found and also additional words such as
Ivolante' (fly) and 'PostesP'. The gallows and stirrup markings are more usually found on
old. Italian covers, although one other known example is, strangely enough, on an English
cover .
Our American member, Mrs. E.M. Faulstich, who has been fortunate enough to
acquire a number of these covers, including one of those dating from 1462, has made an
intensive study of the subject and surplied the information on which these notes are based
She would be most grateful for any aa_iional information which may be available and for
details of any such covers - particularly Swiss — which may be in the possession of, or
have been seen by any of our members.
F. J. RAWNSLEY.
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GENERAL

MEETING

REPORT

The A.G.N. was held at the 'Swan Hotel' Cosmo Place, London, P.C.1. on Tuesday,
Dr. F. H. Taylor, O.B,E. was in the chair.
November 4th, 1957 at 6.30 p.m.
A hearty welcome was extended to Mr.H.W.
Robertshaw, chairman of the Yorks/Lancs.
Group, who was visiting London and came
along to the meeting.
Apologies for absence were received from
Messrs. Muston & Middleton.

advertisements had since been received.
Adoption of the report was proposed by:Mr.
Short and seconded by Mr. Robertshaw.,
Mr. Taylor expressed his thanks to Mr.
Harding and Mr.Osborn for their work in looking after the Society's financial affairs.

The Minutes of the A.G.M. held on 6th
November, 1956 were read by the Hon. Secretary and agreed.

Hon,Pkt. Supt.'s Report. Mr. Short reported that the packet circulation was still a
most difficult matter owing to shortage of
The following were 'l,Zatters arising from sufficient material of the right kind. He was
indebted to one member (11dr.Shurly) who had
the Minutes's.
donated
a large quantity of material to the
a Accommodation. It had not been found
Society
and this had helped considerably durpossible to obtain the desired accommodation
ing
the
past
year * Material from another memat Caxton Hall, owing to the difficulty of
ber
would
be
in
circulation soon, but more was
obtaining a regular booking and it was felt
required,
The
purchase
of auction material had
that to have dates on different days in each
been
suggested
but
was
not thought practical
month would lead to confusion. The question
since,
in
all
probability,
there would be too
of expense was also involved and in view of
much
of
the
commoner
type
which
members
the advantageous terms now prevailing at the
already
have.
Circuits
were
split
up into
'Swan! it was decided to continue to meet
groups
of
about
25
and
even
to
give
each mem-.
there in the meantime, but endeavours would
ber
one
packet
per
year
necessitated
material
be made to find something more suitable.
for 4 packets. He asked for more co-operation
(b) Articles in the 'News Letter'. The
from members in supplying booklets.
proposed index had been published (Nov.1956)
Election of Officers & Committee. The
and as a result many requests were received
following
were electeda
which had been supplied.
Chairmans Dr. F.H.Taylor, O.B.E., Vice(o) Publicity. A copy of the 'News Letter'
Chairman
& Hon. Treasurers Mr,A.J. Harding;
is now sent each month to the Librarian of
Hon.
Secretarya
Mrs. .J.Rawnsley; Hon,
theJ.P,S. The question of holding an exExchange
Packet
Superintendents
Mr.J.H.Short;
hibition was also discussed,but it was felt
Chairman
of
the
]xpert
Committees
Mr.E.Shurly,
that this would be extremely difficult to
organise at present.
Owing to the absence of Mr. Spiro, the
President's address had to be cancelled.
Hon. Secretary's Report. irs. Rawnsley
stated that the improvement noted in the
previous year had not been so well maintained and attendances at the London Group meetings had been smaller. There were many ways
in which members could benefit from the facilities offered, but in view of the lack of
comments it was difficult to know the best
lines to adopt in order to provide stimulation. As always the appeal was to members to
lend their fullest support in order to maintain a thriving Society. Mr. Shuriy,in reply,
said that the same difficulties were, almost
without exception, being facèd by Societies
all over the country - large or small. As
for criticisms he thought these were not
forthcoming because members on the whole,
were well satisfied. He wished to place on
record his appreciation of the 'Helvetia
News Letter', which contained more worthwhile information than most philatelic publications.
Hon. Treasurer's Report, The balance
sheet had been circulated to all members and
once more showed a very healthy balance of
£62. The amount shown as outstanding on

Committees Mr.L.Moore,M.B,E.,Mr. J.A.
Eastwood and Mr.J.N.Highsted (all Yorks/Lance
Group)., Mr.J.B.McKenzie (Scotland), Mr. P,B.
Lauder (West of England), r.Tom Morgan, Editor
'Philatelic Magazine' & Mr,P.W. Stratto-r 7-' .
(London Group). Hon.Auditors Mr.L.H. Osborn,
The nominations were proposed by Mr. G.W.
Daglish, seconded by Mr. L.C. Slate and carried unanimously.
No 'Motions or Resolutions' or items under
'Any Other Business' having been raised, the
A.G.M. closed at 8 p.m.
Following this there was a short display
of 'LATEST ACQUISITIONS' by members.
Mr. Harding showed some covers bearing
recent commemorative cancellations. Mr. Short
followed with 2 shoots of telegraph stamps,
including the first set mint, then examples of
Kocher stamps and a curious item of 1908 which
may have been a forerunner of the Kocher
stamps - an advertisement label with a blank
space in the centre for a normal postage stamp.
Mr. Daglish then showed several pages of varieties, including some unrecorded items, and
a copy of the 1944 Pro Juventute 20 c. on very
thick paper, also unrecorded.
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RUNNER-UP PRIZE GOES TO GLASGO'V MEMBER
The third Annual Helvetia Silver Cup
Competition was held at the 'Swan Hotel',
Lori".. , on Tuesday, December 3rd.
Dense fog which shrouded London on
that might played havoc with the attendance and only eleven Members were present
to see a good number of excellent entries
submitted by Members from almost every
part of the country.
As 'provincial members outnumbered
London entrants, it was to be expected
that the Cup might once again go to a
member outside the Metropolis, and indeed
this was the Jurors' unanimous decision.
The Silver Cup was awarded to
Mr. E.M. HAMILTON, of Manchester
for his outstanding entry "HOTEL POSTS",
covering not only a virtually complete
collection of these issues, but also
rar.es and forgeries.
The 'Runner Up' Prize (a Stock Book)
was awarded to
Mr.' ; R. MORRISÜN, of Glasgow
for his entry "RETOUCHES OF THE STANDING
HELVETIA ISSUES", a very well presented
collection showing considerable research.
Three other entries were "Highly
Commended" by the Jurors. They were those
of
Mr.J.A.LO'TE ("VARIETIES OF THE 1900
U.P.U.)
Mrs . E . J . RAV NSLEY ("THE DEVELOPMENT OF
POSTMARKS") and
Mr.J.H.SHORT ("PROOFS AND ESSAYS")
It is the first time that a "sideline" collection of semi-official stamps
- the labels issued by Swiss hotels - was
awarded the top prize.
But the Jurors explained that the
entry submitted by Mr.Hamilton was of
such an outstanding merit that they did
not hesitate to give it preference over
any of the entries containing 'normal'
stamps issues. Members will be pleased
that the Silver Cup has gone to a member,
who, almost since the foundation of our

FOR "STANDING

Hon.Exchange Pkt.Supt:
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard 'Road,
Caversham. Reading.
DECEMBER 1957

HELVETIA" RETOUCHES

Society, had given untiring service to our
activities and our hobby. Mr.Hamilton had
been the founder and Chairman of the Lancashire group since 1948 until its amalgamation
with the Yorkshire Group, held the chairmanship of the Yorks/Lancs Group in 1953 and has
been for many years a Committee Member of both
the National and Yorks/Lancs committees. He
has on many occasions contributed to the "News
Letter".
Mr. W.R.Morrison is one of our most active
and knowledgeable members in Scotland.
At the Competition night, the President,
Mr.E.H.Spiro, took the chair and welcomed the
two distinguished jurors, Mr.KENNETH CHAPMAN,
Edi'.;or of "Stamp Collecting" and a member of
the Royal Philatelic Society, and Mr.H.L.
KATCHER, a director of the "Amateur Collector
Ltd." and a well-known Switzerland expert.
The jurors spent over an hour to inspect
the displayed entries, all of which were
identified by numbers only, the names of the
entrants being known exclusively to the Competition Organiser.
After the jurors had unanimously agreed
on the awards and informed the President of
their decision, Mr.Spiro invited them to
address the meeting and comment on the prizewinning and other entries, which included a
large number of interesting items such as
parts of collections of "Special Flights",
"Tate b'eche and Sé-tenants", "Pro Juventute
Issues", "Pro Patria Issues", "T.P..O. Postmarks", Mobile Post Offices", etc.
Mr. K. CHAPMAN, R.P.S.L., said that
although he had been a competition juror on
very many occasions, this was a new experience
for him because it was the first time that he
had been called upon to judge the entries in
a specialised 'one country' Study Group Competition. He was surprised to see so many
facets of collecting as displayed by the
entries. Mr.Chapman emphasised that both he
and Mr.Katcher had had little difficulty in
awarding the Cup, both having been greatly
impressed by the splendid entry of the "Hotel
Posts", a most unusual subject, with material
(P. T. 0.
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which must hace taken a lifetime to acquire,
and indicating considerable research. Mr.
Chapman added that most of the other entries
had been of such high standard that the
adjudicators found it very much more difficult to decide on the order of merit for the
second prize and for "commendations".
Mr.H.L. KATCHER, B.P.A., P.T.S.„ said
that he entirely agreed with these views,
adding-that while many of the entries were
excellent, he felt that the emphasis should
lie in the "unusual". As regards the awards
of points in a Competition, he was of the
opinion that while the value can be disregarded, the condition of the stamps entered
was of great importance. Older stamps in
fine condition should always qualify for
higher marks than modern stamps which should
of course, always be in perfect condition.
Mr. Katcher drew the attention of members to one item in particular in Mr.
Hamilton's entry s the lilac-coloured label
of the Hotel-Pension Rigi Staffel, an item
not likely to be seen again, since according
to the Billig Handbook and Zumstein only one
other example is known.
(Editor's Notes
Only one cover bearing this label is known
mailed on 18th July, 1888 from Rigi
Staffel via Rigi Kloesterli to Horgen. )
Commenting on the entry which won the Runner
Up Prize (Mr.W.R.Morrison), Mr.Katcher
stated that he considered it outstanding
because the retouches were illustrated by
stamps on which they were clearly visible,
a feat not always easy to achieve with this
issue. He thought that several of the other
entries were highly meritorious.
The President expressed the heartfelt
thanks of the Committee and Members to the
two Adjudicators for coming along in such
appalling weather, putting in so much hard
work, and being so helpful with their
instructive comments.
During the judging members present tried
their skill at a QUIZ set by the Hon.Secretary, Ers.E.J.Rawnsley. It was won by Mr.J.
H.Short, who received a small prize as a
reward.
a;;g1;asgss;;s;
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NE1 PROPAGANDA POSTMARKS were issued by
the P.T.T. for Beromuenster and Goldwill
The first depicts the ancient Abbey and
the Castle,
which once housed the first
,
printing press in Switzerland and is now a
natdonal museum. The postmark also bears
the 'inscription "Alte Kulturstaatte",
describing Beromuester - today the site of
the main German-language broadcasting
station - as "Ancient Site of Culture".
The Goldwil postmark shows the high peaks
of the mountain surrounding the little
village above Thun, and the inscription
(in German) "SUN-PEACE-REST".
DEATH OF PROFESSOR STENGER
We hear with regret of the death of
Professor Dr. Erich Stenger, the founder.
ofthe Swiss Postal Stationery Philatelic
Society. He was the foremost expert in
this side-line of Swiss philately and pub
lished many searching articles on the
subject.
He was 79.

AN INTERNATIONAL AUCTION with many 1,
uable Switzerland lots will be held from
February 11 to 15 in Basle by the wellknown firm of Ernst Mueller of Basle.
HIGH BIDS AT HARMER'S AUCTION
on October 29, at which a number of Swiss
lots was offered, show the steady increase
in the value of good Swiss items. A 25o.
re-engraved U.P.U. of 1900, catalogues by
S.G. at £16 was sold at £19, thus exceeding even full Zumstein cat.vaIuation. A
40c. Standing Helvetia perf.9i, with part
original gum, unused, fetched £13.10s. and
lf. perf.9i, unused £17. High bids were
also made for Leage of Nations collections
- these issues after a period of neglect
are now becoming popular - and all the bids
went much beyond the auctioneers' ca-- 1 ogue estimates. A Swiss collection ()I 09
mint stamps from 1862 to 1956, estimated
at £32, was sold for £50. In many ways
Swiss stamps prove to be better than
"gilt edged".
PAUL LOCHER RETIRES
The well-known Swiss dealer, Herr Paul
Locher of Spiez, announces that, after 45
years in the stamp trade and on reaching
his 70th year of age, he has retired from
active business, which will be continued
by his son, Hans Locher.
MORE PUBLICITY STAMPS VARIETIES

"Sometimes I wish he'd go back

Our Berne correspondent reports several
retouches and flaws discovered on the 1957
Publicity stamps, namely on the 5c.(Zum.
328) a retouch between the last A of
HELVETIA and '57' (12th stamp,sheet A);
two black spots on the right of the date
(15th stamp,sheet B); on the 10c.(Zum.
329) shifted green print,making the roof
of the carriage next to the engine green);
on the 40c.(Zum.331) black spot on the
Roman's shoulder (5th stamp,sheet A);
Courvoisier /in imprint without the last
"R" (10th stamp,sheet C); a retouch in the
middle of the Roman's armour (11th stamp
.1,...h n).
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We reported about the designs of the
Pro Juventute 1957 set in the October issue
of the "Helvetia News Letter" and we are
adding herewith some more details from the
official announcement by the P.T.T.
Because December 1st - the usual date
of issue for Pro Juventute stamps - was a
Sunday, the set was put on sale on Saturday
NTovember.3Oth. and this was the date of
"First Day" cancellations. The set will be
valid for franking mail until June 30th
1958, sold at post offices only until Janaary 31st, 1958, but by the P.T.T.Philatelic
Agency until the end of the validity period.
A special envelope was issued by the P.J.
Foundation. The special postmark designed
by Hans Tomamichel shows the drawing of a
moth and the inscriptions "Pro Juventute,
Bern, 30.XI.57 Ausgabetag."
The designs of the five values were
described in our last report, but it may
be useful to add some more exact zoological
desçrtions of the insects.
a 10+10 c. stamp shows a Clouded
Yell w butterfly (as_it is called in Europe)
better known to us as the Sulphur, a member
of the Pieridae family, whose caterpillar
is a bad pest of cabbage and cauliflower
(Pieris rapae). The moth on the 20+10 c.
stamp os the Magpie-moth, (Eurrhypara
urticata), a member of the Pyralide family,
a rather frail insect with spiny legs and
triangular forewings. The Rose Chafer on
the 30+10 c. stamp belongs to the largest
and most striking group of beetles, the
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Scarabaeidae, many of whom feed on carrion.
The Chafer, well known in this country, is
a cousin of the Stag-beetle and also of the
" sacred" Scarabaeus. The 40+10 c. stamp
depicts a Red Underwing moth (Catocala
nupta) which belongs to the Plusiidae group
The 10 and 400. stamps were designed
by Niklaus Stoecklin, the 20 and 30c. by
Hans Fischer. The 5c. stamp showing
Leonhard Euler, the famous mathematician
(see our previous report) was steel-engrav 1.
by Karl Bickel after a painting by Emanuel
Handmann (1718-1781), engraved in copper
by Friedrich Weber.
The 5c. stamp was printed on white
paper in 4 sheets (1-4) per cylinder, of
50 stamps each, the other stamps on granite
paper in 2 sheets (A and B) per cylinder.
3333333333:333333333338313333333033 33333333

75-YEAR-JUBILEE OF BASLE PHILATELIC SOCIETY
The 'Philatelist en Verein Basel' cele-.
brates this year the three-quarters of a
century of its foundation. Eight collectors
met in a private home in June 1882 and from
this modest beginning was started a Society
which is today not only the oldest but
probably the leading of all Swiss philatelic local Societies. One of its oldest
members, Herr Rudolf Pleuler, recalls that
the very first acquisition for the new
Society's library was a Stanley Gibbons
price list.
o
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WILL BE AVAILABLE DURING DECEMBER.
At last we are able to satisfy public demand for a complete up-to-date edition BUT THIS CATALOGUE WILL HAVE TO SERVE FOR AT LEAST 2 YEARS.
Higher production costs make annual publication unpractical
This year, more than ever, prices have risen and in spite of our extensive stock
(which always acts as a "shock absorber"), the following changes since our 1957
Supplement have to be made:
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Prices

Price reductions
Items not listed before
Total changes since 1957
Supplement

Plus 3d
Postage

64 inside pages, containing 497 illustrations. Several new features and revisions.
Conversion Table S.G. to our numbers also included.

NO SERIOUS COLLECTOR CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS INVALUABLE GUIDE!
Order NOW from:
THE ,AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., B.P.A., P.T.S.
("The Swiss Specialists")
27 Westbury Road, London. N.12.
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(Continued)

In the foregoing instalments we could no
More than touch upon the most important industrial groups, but we hope to have made it
Olear that Swiss industry is almost entirely
dependent on foreign raw materials or partly
Manufactured goods and that the greater part
Of what she produces is not sold on the Swim
home market. Swiss industry takes foreign
goods into the country, improves or finishes
them and exports the results. The initiatiNe
and skill of the Swiss entrepreneurand worker provide the Swiss with the means of buying the commodities which their own country
!.acks.
The natural factors which have made for
this industrial development are firstly, the
eographical situation of Switzerland,
secondly, and in still greater measure, her
abundance of water power. Yet, political

g
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F --R0 M THE COMMIT -14
THE SUBSCRIPTION' FOR 195
IS NOW DUE
It is still 78.6d. - unchanged for
nine years, in spite of constant
rising costs., Members are requested
to send their Annual Subscription
without delay to the Hon.Treasurer,
Mr.A.J.HARDING, 31 Somerset WaY,
Iver, Bucks.
Cheques and P.O. should be made out
to "Helvetia Philatelic Society".
Please assist the Hon.Treasurer by
remitting the small amount immediate
ly and thus save him more work on the
accounts than it is necessary, and
also to avoid an interruption in the
dispatch of the "News Letter" and the
Exchange Packet, which will not be
sent to members who are in arrears
with their dues.

THE COMMITTEE AND THE EDITOR extend their CHRISTMAS GREETINGS.
and. Good Wishes for a HAPPY NEW YEAR to all Members and. Fritindd
,','" ,33ggf0-4g'gg80't',18304g3'0',;3Z.,3:SggSgggg: 8 3

and historical factors have been also exOeedingly important. As Switprland was
only slightly affected by the 30-years' War,
there was no interruption in her economic
development as it was in the neighbouring
economic areas of, for instance, Upper Germany. This continuity has been maintained
thanks to the principle of neutrality, which
has made Switzerland an area where peace is
relatively assured. Even general and compulsory military service has not led to the
formation of a standing army, an institution
that deprives most countries of a good deal
In
of young and productive man-power.
France, for instance, for every 1,000 men
employed there were 29 soldiers, in pre-war
Germany 32, while in Switzerland there are
in normal times only 2 men under arms out
Of 1000. The absence of large landed estates in Switzerland is another factor which
has worked in favour of industrialization
and it meant that capital was invested very
largely in industry. The Swiss industry has
the advantage of cheap capital, though on
the other hand it has to employ skilled and
highly paid labour. Altogether, the Swiss
economy has been and remains to be - in an
Europe torn by strife and inflation - sound
and prosperous. But it is only by very
hard work and in virtue of the high quality
of its goods that Swiss industry has developed to its present extent, and proved a
blessing to the whole country and the Swiss
(To be continued)
nation.
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LONDON GROUP
Secs Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,32 Ethelbert Gdns,
Ilford. Essex.
The programme for 1958 is as follows:
Tuesday, FEBRUARY 4th: MEMBERS' NIGHT, to
which members are invited to bring along
items for display; also philatelic material
for a "Bring and Buy" Auction.
Tuesday, MARCH 4th: STRUBELIS.
Tuesday, APRIL 1st: POSTMARKS.
Tuesday, MAY 6th: AIRMAILS.
Tuesday, JUNE 3rd: SHORT DISPLAYS, QUIZ AND
AUCTION.
Meetings willtake place at the "Swan Restaurant",Cosmo Place,Southampton RowaLat" - .
W.(.10
GROUP
YORKS
LANCS
Sec: Mr.J.S.Eastwood,
Whinney Field House, Skircoat Green
Road, Halifax, Yorkshire.
The Syllabus of meetings in 1958 is as
follows:
JANUARY 11th: STRUBELIS - Methods of identification. Display by L.Moore,M.B.E.
FEBRUARY 8th: "SWISS QUIZ"
MARCH 15th: INVITED DISPLAY BY Mr.G.GYSIN
(of Manchester and Basle).
APRIL 12th: "CROSS & FIGURES" - Display by
Mr.U.G.F.GOSLING and "TELL & TELL-BOY" Display by Mr.G.G.HEAPS.
MAY 10th: A.G.M. of the Group and a Display
to be arranged.

ADDITIONS TO THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY
The P.T.T.Catalogue of Machine (Slogan) Postmarks (main catalogue and supplements)
The P.T.T.Brochure "ARTISTS CREATE POSTAGE STAMP PICTURES" by H.E.Gaudard, head of the
Postage Stamp Printing Department.
A non-philatelic American publication "THE SWISS WITHOUT HALOES" by C.Herold.
'SWISS SOLDIER STAMPS Catalogue of the issues of the 1914-1918 war,published by P.Locher
SWISS SOLDIER STAMPS Catalogue of the issues of the 1939-1945 war,and all supplements,

